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TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE 
Defined by equation (1) 
Molal average normal boiling point, 0 R 
Weight frac.tion of component 1 
Molal average molecular weight 
A correlating variable used instead of the 
molecular weight for gases containing nitro-
gen 
True critical pressure, lb./sq. in. abs. 
viii 
Molal average critical pressure, lb./sq. in. abs. 
Pseudo-reduced pressure, ratio of pressure to 
molal average critical pressure, dimensionless. 
True critical temperature, 0 R 
Molal average criti~al temperature, 0 R 
Pseudo-reduced temperature, ratio of temperature 
to molal average critical temperature, dimension-
less. 
Mole fraction of component 1 
Weight average equivalent molecular weight. 
The equivalent molecular weight of a non-paraffin 
is determined by its normal boiling point from 
the boiling point-molecular weight curve for 
normal paraffins. An exception is nitrogen 
which has been as$igned an equivalent molecular 
weight of 16. 
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SUMMARY 
1. Experimental apparatus and ,rocedures have been 
developed for the deter~ination ot the volumetric and phase 
behavior or very volatile mixtures at low temperatures and 
hieh pressures. 
2. The apparatus and procedures have been tested and 
used at temperatures a~ low as -2oo°F and pressures as hi~h 
as 1306 lb./sq. in. abs. 
3. The volumetric behavior, phase boundary curves, and 
critical pressures, temperatures, and densities of ten hydro-
carbon mixtures containin~ up to 24.h mole percent nitrogen 
have been determined. The com,ositions and critical proper-
ties of these gases are tabulated in Table I. 
4. Existin~ correlations for estimating the critical 
temperatures and pressures of hydrocarbon mixtures have been 
modified and extended so as_to apply to the mixtures of this 
study. 
5. A new correlation for estimating critical tempera-
tures of mixtures has bee~ developed. This method has been 
shown to apply to mixtures containing nitrogen and hydro-
carbons from methane through the heptanes as well as small 
amounts of com~onents heavier than the heptanes. The method 
predicts the critical temneratures of binary mixtures and 
reduces to the critical temperature of a single comDonent as 
the fraction of that com~onent nresent increases. 
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Table I PROfERTIES OF GASES STUDIED 
Ga.a rr A" "A700/770" "A700/840" "A700/940" 
Carbon 1.20 1.09 1.00 0.91 
Dioxide, Mole. % 
Helium ------ .... __ Nitrogen B.Bi .16.11 24.41 Methane 90.89 82.8 76.25 68. 70 
Ethane 4.40 4.01 3.69 f:t~ Propane 1.91 1·. 74 1.60 1-Butane 0.33 o·.30 0.28 a.to n-Butane 0.60 o·.55 0.51 o. 0 
i-Pentane o·.21 o·.19 0.18 0.16 
n-Pentane 0.13 o·.12 0-.11 0-.10 
Hexanes 0.15 o· ii· 0.12 0.11 Hepta.nes 0.18 0:1 · 0.15 0.14 
Crtt. Pre·ssure 925 955 968 973 lb./sq.in.abs. 
Crit. Temp., 0 R 381 368 356 340 Crit. Density, 0.230 0.242 0.279 0.311 g./ml. 
Uol. Av. Crit. 676 659 646 631 Pressure 
Mol. Av. Crit. 369 356 346 334 Tempera. ture 
·dt. Av. Crit .......... 409 386 368 349 Temperature 
Uol. Av. Mol. Wt. 18.40 19.25 19.94 20·. 75 ,-It. Av. Equiv. 22.26 21.47 20.80 20.22 Mol. ~it. (Vim) 
Mol. Av. 218 211 205 199 B. P. CS), on 
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Table I. CONT. PROPERTIES OF GASES STUDIED 
Gas "AB" "Aa700/800" "AB700 /940'' 
Carbon 0.44 0.30 0.20 
Dioxide, Mole % 
Helium --.. - ------- -~--Nitrogen ----- 11·.30 24.00 I:1ethane 96-.68 85.80 7J.64 
Ethane 1·.60 1.50 1.20 
Propane 0.10 o·.60 0-.53 
1-Butane 0-.14 o·.12 o·.10 
n-Butane o·.20 o·.18 0-.15 
1-Pentane 0.07 o·.06 o.o~ n-Pentane o·.05 0.04 o·.o 
Hexnnes 0-.05 o.oi 0.04 Heptanes 0.07 o.o 0.05 
Crit. Pressure 765 790 815 
lb./sq.in.abs. 
Crit. Temp, OR 359 343 329 Crit. Density, 0.183 0.220 0.225 g./ml. 
I:Iol. Av. Crit. 674 653 630 
Pressure 
Mol, Av. Crit. 353 339 322 Temperature 
344.1 Jt. Av. Crit. 370 320 Temperature 
Mol. Av. Mol. vVt. 16.90 18.11 19.56 ~-~t. Av. Equiv. 18.54 18.00 17.62 Mol. ;·1t. ( i7J ) 
Uol. Av. ·m 207 199 191 
B. P. (B')' OR 
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Table I. CONT. PROPERTIES OF GASES STUDIED 
Gas "B" II C II "D" 
Carbon 0.13 0.20 0.25 
Dioxide, Mole 1o 
o·.60 Helium 1·.00 0.31 
Nitrogen 11.i6 13.50 1'.05 r-.1ethane 76. 5 75.15 8f.42 Ethane 5.51 6.10 .11 
Propane 3.35 3.27 1·.98 
i-Butane 0.35 0.38 0.37 
n-I3uto.ne 0.90 0.60 0.39 1..: Pentane 0.17 ----
n-Pentane 0.15 
Pentanes + 0.20 0.22 
Hexanes + 0.33 -----
Crit. Pressure, ·1143 1107 918 
lb./sq.in.abs. 
Grit. Temp., 0 R 376 370 364 
Grit.· Density, 0.266 0.270 0.270 
g./ml. 
Ji:iol. Av. Crit. 644 644 658 
Pressure 
I~ol. Av. Crit. 358 354 354 Temperature 
':Jt. Av. Grit. 
Temper~ture 
397 380 379 
Ilol. 'I.V • I.101. · .:'It. 20·.02 19.98 18.60 .:t. Av. Equiv. 22.85 21.25 20.19 
Liol. '/ft. Olm) 
I:iol. Av. 213 210 209 
B. P. (B) 
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INTRODUCTION 
Distillation is the most connnon method of separating 
hydrocarbon mixtures. Extensive research on the vapor-liquid 
equilibrium data necessary for the proper design of distill-
ation equipment has resulted in such general correlations as 
the VI. ~·J. KellogB Equilibrium Constants (31). However, as 
is discussed in the following section, much work remains to 
be done to establish the vapor-liquid equilibria at low 
temperatures. 
Knowledge of the critical temperature and pressure of 
a mixture is important since the critical temperature is the 
highest.at which the mixture can be compJetely condensed, 
and the critical pressure is the pressure at which this 
condensation will take place. The "convergence-pressure" 
method which utilizes the fact that the compositions of 
vapor and liquid approach each other as the critical con• 
ditions of the mixture are approached has been proposed (25, 
82) to correct for the effect of pressure upon vapor-liquid 
equilibria. The application of this method requires know-
ledge of the critical conditions of mixtures. Correlations 
are available (12, 37, 73) ior the prediction of critical 
pressures and temperatures of various types of hydrocarbon· 
systems, but the validity of these has not been -tested ror 
very volatile mixtures and for systems containing nitrogen. 
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Knowledge or critical tcmper~tures and pressures is of 
particular importance in low-temperature processes because 
of the necessity of refrigeration and high pressures for 
tho condensation of vapors. 
Various correlations such as that of Standing and 
Kntz (74) have been presented for the estimation of densities 
of hydrocarbon mixtures, but again, these have not been shown 
to apply to very volatile systems at low temperatures. 
The removal of nitrogen from natural gases by low-
temperature distillation has recently been proposed (11,44) 
as a means of improving the quality of some nitrogen-rich 
natural gases and of increasing the capacity of existing 
pipelines. This treatment is especially attractive to 
Kansas producers, because the gas from the Hugoton Field, 
the largest in the state and one of the largest in the 
country, contains an unusually large amount of nitrogen, 
averaging about sixteen percent. The safe design of plants 
for this treatment will require knowledge of the behavior 
of natural gases at low temperatures. 
In view of the interest in low-temperature processes 
and the scarcity of the data required for their design it 
is apparent that experimental study of the phase and pressure 
volume-temperature behavior. of hydrocarbon systems at low 
temperatures is needed. Such a study has been made possible 
7 
by grants to the University of Kansas from the Kansas 
Industrial Fellowship Fund. Gore (19) has described the 
construction and testing of the apparatus used in this 
study. This thesis describes the apparatus and experimental 
procedures. Phase and pressure-volume-temperature data ror 
ten very volatile mixtures (including the one described by 
Gore) are presented. Correlations for estimating the 
critical pressures and temperatures of such mixtures are 
described. 
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PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
The existing low-temperature vapor-liquid equilibrium 
data for hydrocarbon systems and for mixtures of hydrocar-
bons with heliti!ll and nitrogen are stUDlllarized in Table II. 
Most of these data are for simple systems, and the data of 
Stutzman and Brown (J;7) at 100 lb./sq. in. are the only data 
on a natural gas. Brown and Stutzman (8) developed a corre-
lation for the equilibrium constants of nitrogen, methane, 
and ethane down to -Joo°F. HoweverJ the correlation was 
developed from data on widely varying types of mixtures and 
has no parameter to allow for the composition of the system. 
Large differences between ~xperimental values and those 
predicted from the correlation indicate that it leaves much 
to be desired. 
The existing critical data for sy~tem~ containing 
hydrocarbons are given in Table III. Most of these data are 
for binary systems at temperatures above the ice-point. 
The only data for complex systems at low temperatures are 
those of Eilerts et al. Further, only Ruhemann's data for 
methane-ethane give i~formation abput the critical locus of 
binary systems containing large amounts of methane. 
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Table II EXISTING PHASE DATA ON HYDROCARBON~ 
NITROGEN-HELIUM SYSTE?-:1S AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
System Temperature, 0 R Pressure, lb ./sq.in.abs. 
Min. :Max Min. Max. Ref'erence 
He-N2 J.40.4 196·.2 16 4340 17 122.5 201.5 4-79 3675 33 126 · 198 58.8 220.5 15 
He-cH4 162 191 
........ .- ... 2350 i? 162 229· 2645 3380 
N2-cH4 152.3 193'-7 14.7 ~-7 41 162-.0 239-~ i4·.7 147 77 
CH4-c2H4 228.5 455. 9.0 6io 80 304 492 7.3 5 8 32 
304 492 73.5 735 21 
c114-c2H6 320.5 336,.4 441 588 38 
CH4-C?H4-c2H6 304.5 491.7 73.5 735 22 
C2H4-C3H8 438.0 582.0 25 794 2 
Natural Gas 221.7 330.2 100· 100 76 
Gas-Condensate 395 736 14-4 5000 13 
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Table III EXISTING CRITICAL DATA FOR SYSTEMS CONTAINING 
HYDROCARBONS 
System Temperature, '?R Pres sur·e, lb./ sq. in. abs. Reference 
Min. Max. Min. Max. 
CH4-C2H6 351 492 550 1205 21,60 
CH4-C3H8 .528 656 622 1456 56,65 
CH4-nC4H10 520 726 550 1924 46,62,63 
CH4-1c4H10 560 680 1035 1679 50 
CH4-nC5H12 566 792 490 2445 68 
CH4-nC10H22 S6o 920 313 5310 55,66 
CH4-c2H4-c2H6 304 492 673 735 22 
CH4-C5H12•N2 537 645 2380 2570 5 
CH4-c6H14·N2 537 645 2950 3140 4 
CH4-C7H16-N2 ~37 645 3560 3730 6 
C2H4-C2H6 510 550 71? 745 35 
C2H4-C7H16 509 · 973 428 1516 30 
C2H4-C2H6-C2H2 500 520 464 822· 39 
C2H6-C2H2 505 535 500 826 35 
c2H6-co2 508 534 672 977 35 
C2H6-C4H10 550 766 551 1924 28 
C2H6-C7Hl6 550 973 396 1263 27 
c2H6-N20 497 550 403 1058 34 
C3H6-C2H2 564 656 667 925 40 
c3H6-HC1 632 699 --- 1690 24 
C3H6-iC4H10 724 724 600 600 47 
C3Ha-C2H2 564 666 617 935 40 
c3H8-co2 548 666 617 1073 54,57 
C3H8-iC4Ha 742 742 600 600 70 
C3Ha-nC4H10 666 765 551 638 47 
c3H8-nc.,H12 530 680 622 671 59. 
C3Hs-iC5H12 666 830 483 663 79 
nC4H10-co2 548 766 551 1181 48,54 
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Table III Continued 
System Temperature, 0 R Pressure,lb./sq.in.abs.Re£erenc 
min. max. min. max. 
nC4H10-nC7H16 766 973 396 596 29 
nC 5H12-co2 548 847 485 1441 54 
nC5H12-nC7H16 846 972 397 492 9 
nC6H14-Water 680 695 460 754 71 
Naphtha 1063 1063 540 540 3 Gasoline i1ip 1Mtl ,98 598 ~6 Naphtha-H2 5 9 32 1198 
Natural 652 652 3470 3470 81 Hydrocarbon 
514 649 1706 36,37 12 Volatile 2900 Hydrocarbons 
2 Volatile 555 559 1987 1994 23 Hydrocarbons 
1260 680 54 50 Refinery 1010 325 Mixtures 
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APPARATUS 
A flow dio.grat1 of the apparatus used in this study is 
given in Fis. 1 and photoc;ra,hs ar.e shown in Figures 2 nnd 
3. H0f0rrinr, to Fie;. 2 th0 low-temperature b:1th is mounted 
in a· tricm3ula1"' frame at tho left behind a ste,;l plate with 
a safoty slit. The gas reservoir is contained in the box 
in the c0nt:ir behind the control )anel. Tho oil pump and 
the m0rcury rdscrvoir are located at the loller right of the 
control panel. The liquid-nitrogen container and its acces-
sorios ar•c shown in Fit;~ 3 at the left of tha low temperatur8 
bath. 
Lovr-Tcnpera t ure Bath 
Fig. 4 is a photograph of the low-temporature bath 
~ith the steel safety plate ~emoved and aith the Dewar rlask 
whi.ch contains the bath liquid lowered fro171 its normal 
Josition in order to m~ke the other portions of the bath 
visiblov Fig. 5, a horizontal cross-section through the 
b:J.th, shous tho rolative positions of tho various items 
which are sus90ndod in the bath. 
The cy·lindrical glass Dewar flask, 5-1/2 inches O.D. 
by 4-1/1.~ inches !.D. and 15-3/4 inches deep is ·\jvra1Jped with 
adhesive ta,e to prevent flying glass in case of rupture or 
the equilibrium cell. Unsilvered strips on opposite sides 
of th~ flask nllo~ visual inspection of the interior of the 
13 
~TO COMPRESSED 





























FIG. I FLOW DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS 
















FIG. 2 GENERAL PHOTOGRAPH OF APPARATUS ( RIGHT) 
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INSIDE DIAMETER OF DEWAR FLASK 









bath when the flask is in its normal position. The bath is 
illuminated by a fluorescent tube mounted-behind the rear 
slit. A wooden cover anchored to the .frame closes the bath 
when the flask is raised to its normal position. 
The equilibrium cell is anchored near the front of the 
bath by a vise which clamps the 1/8 inch O.D. by 0.025 inch 
I.D. steel tubing connecting the cell to the gas reservoir. 
A horseshoe magnet suspended from the bath cover by two 
vertical rods may be moved along the length of the cell by a 
1/8 inch bronze rod, · in orde1., to move a steel ball virhich 
agitates the contents of the equilibrium cell. 
The nitrogen vaporizer is a copper cylinder 1 inch in 
diameter and 4 inches high. A copper inlet tube leading 
from the nitrogen container enters the cylinder tangentially 
near the top, and a va1Jor outlet tube leads from the top 
of the cylinder, down one side of the bath, up the other 
side and exhausts at the to~) of the bath. This separator 
arrangement prevents liquid nitrogen from passing through 
the bath without vaporizing, as occurred .:r.hen a simple coil 
vaporizer cras used. 
The heater consists of two ten-foot coils of 30 gage 
constantan wire wrapped. around ceramic insulators, connectec. 
in parallel and enclosed in a Plexiglas tube. The power 
input to the heater is controlled by a 0-130 volt variable 
transformer v:rhich controls the primary voltage of. a. 25 volt 
output transformer. 
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Agitation of the liquid bath is accomplished b~r an air-
operated Precision A.ero-I.1ix Stirrer, s-enior model. Circula.tic 
of the bath liquid is encouraged by a draft tube mounted 
coaxially with the agitator. The draft tube is made of thin 
co9per sheet with winddws of transparent acetate plastic 
along the lengths oi' its front and rear surfaces to permit 
illumination of the cell from the rear. 
The liquid-nitrogen is contained in 25 and _50 liter 
metal Dewar flasks manufactured by the Superior Air Products 
Company. The liquid nitrogen is caused to flow out of the 
flaslt, through an educto1, tube by l~1eans of gas pressure 
exerted over the liquid. The pressure is brought to the 
desired level by ad1:1i tting compressed air to the flask, and 
is controlled at that· level by a Cartesian Eanostat which 
alloqs gas to escape from the flask as nitrogen evaporates 
as a result of the heat leak into the DeYar flask. The 
amount of liquid in the flask. is determined by slowly 
bubbling a nitrogen-helim;i mixture into the bottom of the 
liquid through a 1/8 inch O.D. copper tube" The ditfer-
ential pressure required to produce this flow is measured 
with a carbon tetrachloride manometer, and the flow is 
indicated by a glass capillary flo.1 meter and a mercu3:y 
manometer. 
Equilibrium Cells 
Cross-sections of the various equilibrium cells used 
20 
are shown in Figures 6, ?, and 8. Photographs of these cells 
are shown in Fig. 9. All or these cells were made of High 
Pressure Pyrex gage-glass tubing of 3/8 inch or 1/2 inch o. 
D. Agitation is effected by moving the steel ball in the 
cell with a horseshoe Alnico magnet. The neck of cell' G, 
which was used in studying the first gas, was constructed 
or 2-1/2 mm.I.D. by 10 nnn O.D. tubing, and the volume of the 
neck was reduced with a steel insert. All later cells had 
necks made of 6 mm.o.D. by 1/2 mm. I.D. tubing., Connection 
was made to the 1/8 inch b.D. tubing by means of a fitting 
developed during this ~ork and previously reported (ln). 
The 1/2 inch O.D, by 0.314 inch I.D. cells burst with-
in thirty minutes when exposed to a pressure of 1500 lbs./ 
sq. in,, gage but vrnuld withstand a pressure of 1300 lbs./sq. 
in. at least as long, as 24 hours. Cell No. 25 was used 
over a period of four months at temperatures as low as -200°F 
and pressures as high as 1296 lb./sq. in. gage without 
ffl.ilure" however, cell G burst at 800 lb./sq .. ii1. after 
bei'tl.g tested to 1250 lb./sq. in. and ur.ed succe.:;~fully at 
pressuJ..,er a3 :high ~-s 1000 lb ./sq. in. S1:.ch behavior made 
it impossible to assign reasonable factors of safety to the 
glass nells, and made it necessary to heavi~y armor the low 
temperature bath. Some attempt was made to use c~lls havi.1 g 
greater wall thiclmesses with little or no success. Small 
bore tubing was found to be able to resist considerably 
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FIG. 8 CROSS- SECTION OF · CELL NO. 51 
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FIG. 9 PHOTOGRAPH OF EQUILIBRIUM CELLS 
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mm. o.· D. tubing burst at Jl00-3)00 lb./sq. in: 
The cells were calibrated by'adding water from a ca11.:.. 
brated 10 ml. burette by means of a capillary tube small · 
enough to pass thtough the neck of the cell. These cali-
brations were accurate to ~0.02 .ml; calibrations fof a11· 
· cells used are shown in Exhibit A. Th(:) ·amounts of liquid 
were determined from scales· affixed to the cells. In the 
case of cell Ga paper scale was attached to the cell, but 
later cells were calibrated with a :platinum ink (Liquid 
Platinum Bright No. 05-X, obtained from the Hanovia Chemi-
cal and Manufacturing Company, Newark, New Jersey) which 
was permanently fired on the· glass. 
The volume of the line from the neck of the cell to 
valve 1 was made as small as possible in order to minimize 
errors in calculation of amount of gas metered to the cell. 
This vol~e amounted to J.7 to 4.0 ml., however, which was 
too large to neglect. It was determined by filling the cell 
with mercury into the neck, then metering methane from the 
J erguson gages and o_bserving the increase. of :pressure. The 
details of.this method and the data obtained are given in 
Exhibit B. This method was precise to ::0.-1 ml. and the 
increase of volume of th~ lines due to expansion of the 
Bourd·on tube with pr!3ssure was less than o.l ml. Failure 
. I 
to observe any change in the mercury level in the 1/2 mm. 
I.D. neck with pressure changes of 1000 lb./sq. in. 
assured that the expansion of the cell due to pressure was 
26 
less than 0.02 ml. 
The change of volume of the cell with·temperature was 
not experimentally det,~rmined. The Corning Glass Works 
recommended a value of 0.00037 for the .fractional decrease 
in length of this glass {No. 7740} on,cooling from 2.5°C to 
-100°c. This represents a fractional decrease in volume of 
0.0011 and was neglected in all calculation~. 
Gas Reservo~r 
The gas reservoir consists of two identical liquid-
levei gages which serve as high pressure burettes. Mani.i. 
folds and valves connect th~se gages to the rest of the 
apparatus, and an air bath serves to maintain the gages at 
a constant known temperature. 
The liquid-level gages, manufactured by the Jerguson 
Gage and Valve Company are of the two-section transparent 
type, Model 25-T-40. They have an internal yolume of 
approximately 75 ml. each, and have been tested to 8000 lb./ 
sq. in. by the manufacturer. 
The mani.folds were constructed from 1/4 inch O.D. by 
3/32 inch I.D. stainless-steel tubing, American Instrument 
Company catalog No. 406-ll0A. The stainless-steel union-
type high-pressure fittings and series 30,000 lb./sq. in. 
stainless-steel valves were manufactured by Autoclave 
Engineers, Inc. 
The Jerguson gages and manifolds are enclosed in a box 
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37 inches high, 32 inches wide, and nine inches deep. The 
front, sides, top and bottom of the box are insulated.by a 
layer of fiberglass covered by a sheathing of 1/1+ inch ply-
~ood, and the back of the box is covered by a removable 
sandwich of two layers of plywood and one layer of fiberglas~ 
Tvvo vertical slits, .3/4 inch wide by 21 inches high cut 
in the front and back plates permit visual observation of 
the sight glasses of the Jerguson gages. These slits are 
covered with 1/4 inch sheets of p.lexiglass, and two fluore-
scent tubes mounted over the rear slits illuminate the in-
terior of the box. 
Each of the Jergusort gages is supported by tvrn lengths 
of angle-iron welded to the top and bottom of the box. All 
valves are bolted to the front plate, and the stems of the 
valves extend through holes drilled in the plate. 
The box is pivoted on tvio 7 /8 inch steel shafts which 
bear on a pair of pillow blocks supported by a welded frame 
of angle-iron. This arrangement allows the box to be rotated 
to a horizontal position when it is necessary to remove the 
Jerguson gages. It also permits agitation of the contents 
of the Jerguson gages, should it be desired to obtain phase 
equilibrium data at room temperatures and above. 
A 1/30 horsepower centrifugal blower mounted between 
the Jerguson gages circulates a stream of air through the 
box to maintain a uniform temperature. A 200 watt heater 
mounted in the discharge stream of this blower and controlled 
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by a Variap serves to regulate the temperature vrhich is 
indicated by three ;'Jeston dial-type thermometers which ex-
tend through holes drilled in the front plate·. These 
thermometers agreed to 1°F with a Bureau of Standards 
thermometer. When the box. is allowed several hours to 
reach a steady state the three thermometers indicate a 
temperature uniform to within 1°F. 
One of the Jerguson gages was calibrated for internal 
volume by delivering mercury from the gage into a calibrated 
burette through valve 7, and observing the change in mercury 
level on a paper scale cemented to the front glass of the 
gage. Viewing the mercury level through a movable sight 
tube mounted over the front slit ef.fectively reduced parallax 
It was necessary to calibrate only one gage since the other 
gage served· only as a reservoir of high pressure gas. 
The calibrations of the·gage are given in Exhibit C • 
.. 
Check calibrations· at pressures from 100 to 2500 lb~/sq. in. 
and over intervals of several months showed that the cali-
bration was essentially linear and did not vary Nith pressure 
or vlith time, although slightly different calibrations. re-
' sulted when the gages glasses·were removed and the gaskets 
replaced. A calibrat_ion constant of 0.891 ml./cm. was used 
for Gas '!A"and 0.888 for all later work. This constant was 
known to less than 0.00 and readings of the mercury level 
could be duplicated to to.1 cm., so that the uncertainty of 
the volume measurements is ±0.2 percent or 0.1 ml., which-
,) 
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ever is larger. 
Pressure Generator 
The pressure required to force the gas from the reser~ 
voir into the equilibrium cell is developed by a manually~. 
operated hydraulic jack, Blackhav1k Model P-76. Oil delivere, 
from the jack displaces mercury from a reservoir into the 
Jerguson gages, thus compressing the gas contained in the 
gages. The mercury reservoir consists of a vertical steel 
cylinder, 3-1/2 inches O.D. by 1-1/16 inches I.D. by 24 
inches long, to the top of which is attached the oil inlet 
line from the J1ck, and to the bottom of which is attached 
the mercury delivery line leading to the Jerguson gages. 
Pressures as high as 5000 lb./sq. in. have been produced 
with this equi~mentQ 
Pressure measurements 
The pressure in the equi-librium cell is measured by a 
16-inch dial Bourdon tube gage having a range of Oto 2000 
lb./sq. in. gage and graduated at intervals of 5 lb./sq. in. 
The pressure in the gas reservoir is measured by a similar 
gage having a range o·r O to 5000 lb ./sq. in. gage and 
graduated in 10 lb./sq. in. increments. These gages, manu-
factured by the Heise Bourdon Tube Company, were certified 
to be accurate to one-half a scale division when new. They 
Were compared with an Ashcroft dead-weight tester at inter-
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vals of several months and the results are shown in Exhibit 
D. It is believed that the uncertainty in pressure measure-
ments is ±3 lb./sq. in. abo~e 800 lb.isq. in. and ±2 ib./sq. 
in. at lower pressures. No corrections were applied to the 
readings of the pressure gages, and absolute pressures were 
computed by adding 14 lb./sq. in. to the gage readings. 
Ih order to reduce the volume bet·ween valve ·l and the 
neck of the equilibrium cell, the Oto 2000 lb./sq. in. gage 
was evacuated and filled with mercury., AU-tube as shown 
in Fig. l was made of 1/8 inch O.D. thin-walled steel tubing 
to prevent the mercury from running into the manifold when 
the cell was evacuated. 
Temperature Measurement 
The temperature of the lov1-tempera tu.re bath is measured 
by a four-junction thermocouple the E.M.F. of which is 
measured by a Leeds & Northrup Type K-2» No. 7552 potentio-
meter and a Type R, No. 2500-a galvanometer. The thermo-
couple consists of four individual couples of No. 24 B & S 
gage glass-insulated copper-constantan wire connected in 
series and inserted in a six mm. I.D. thin walled pyrex tube. 
The position of the thermocouple in the bath is indicated 
by the cross-section in Fig. 5. The junction of the couple 
is immersed approximately 12 inches below the sur.face of the 
bath liquid and the reference junction is irmnersed the same 
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depth in a mixture of ice and water contained in a Dewar 
flask. Tests indicated that with immersions of this mag-
nitude there is no, detectable effect of immersion on indi-
cated temperature. 
The thermocouple was calibrated by comparison with a 
Leeds and Northrup platinum resistance thermometer. The 
details of this.comparison are described in Exhibit E. 
The deviation of this thermocouple from a standard calibra-
tion curve (72) is shown by Fig. lo. The precision of the 
temperature measurements is judged to be ~o.1°F and the 
accuracy to be !o.5°F at -2oo°F and proportionally more 
accurate as the ice-point is approached. This increase in 
accuracy as the ice-point is approached is due to the fact 
that the devia'tion of this thermocouple from the standard 
thermocouple must become zero at the ice-point. The cali-
bration of the thermocouple i~ such that 15 microvolts 
represents approximately 10F. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
General Features of Method 
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A modification of the dew-point bubble-point method was 
chosen because of its simplicity and because this method 
permit~ accurate determinatiort of the critical poirlt. In 
the usual method of operation a fluid is confined inn cell, 
and the volume of the sys·tem is changed by the addition or 
removal of mercury at constant temperature. Since this 
method cannot be used below the freezing point of mercury 
a modification was used in which the pressure was varied at 
constant temperature by injecting fluid into a constant-
volume cell. 
Procedure for Determination of an Isotherm 
Several·· hours before the isotherm was to be run the 
heater and blower in the gas reservoir were turned on and 
the reservoir brought to a constant and un1form temperature 
somewhat above that of the room, in order to permit the 
control of temperature by addition of heat. V/hen the reser-
voir temperature approached the desired level the Dewar 
flask which encloses the low-temperature bath (Fig. 4) was 
filled with liquid pentane and raised into position. The 
cell was evacuated at room temperature to remove traces of 
heavy hydrocarbons·which were found to materially affect the 
dew-point. The Jerguson gages were then evacuated through 
valve 5 (Fig.l)and the gas to be studied was admitted 
through valve 6. The gas was then compressed to the desired 
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pressure by alternately filling the rigp.t Jerguson gage with 
gas and forcing the gas into the left gage by admitting 
mercury through valve 9. In order to remove the last traces 
of air the Jerguson gages ,~vere, flushed .from ,500 lb./sq. in. 
to atmospheric pressure several times. Five difi'erent 
mixtures were prepared by mixing nitrogen with other gases . ,, 
in the gages; this prdcedure is described in the section 
entitled "Compositions of Mixtures Studiedrr. 
The equilibrium cell was filled with gas to 400 lb./sq. 
in. and flushed to atmospheric pressure six or seven times~ 
then filled to 20 to 25 lb ./sq. in. gage, all at room temp.;. 
erature. The cell was then placed in the cold bath with 
lines attached. The ~fficiency of this flushing method is 
shown by the flat character of the isotherms for gases "A" 
and '' AB" at high percentages of liquid. 
The temperature was controlled by adjusting the Cartesian 
Iiianostat so as to maintain a constant pressure of approximate: 
7 lb./sq. in. gage in the liquid nitrogen container and 
regulating the flow of nitrogen with valve 13. Fine adjust-
ments were made by use of the Variac which controls the 
power input to the electrical heater. The temperature was 
indicated by a copper-.constantan thermocouple and a K-2 
potentiometer which would indicate temperature changes of the 
order of O.Ol°F. The control of temperature required the 
full attention of one man~ ~Jhen no gross heat effects 
occurred the temperature of the bath could be controlled to 
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t 0.1°F. The condensation of large amounts of gas produced 
temperatur~ changes as. large as 2°F, but the temperature was 
always brought to within 0~1°F of the control point before 
readings were made. 
Gas was added .to the cell through valves 1 and 2 while 
maintaining a constant pressure in the manifold by raising 
the mercury level in the left Jerguson. The mixture was 
agitated after each addition until the pressure did not 
change further with time; the pressure in the cell and the 
• 
new mercury level in the reservoir were then recorded. The 
p~essure at which the first dew appeared on the ball was 
recorded, this pressure being considerably below that at 
which measurable liquid formed. When liquid was present the 
mixture was agitated until neither pressure nor liquid level 
changed with time; this ·required from one minute at low 
pressures to ten minutes in the region of the critical point. 
Successive increments of gas were added until the bubble-
point or the upper dew-point was reached; in some cases 
additional gas was added to obtain the compressibility in the 
single-phase region. 
It is essential that no fluid be removed from the cell 
while two phases are present since this would result in a 
change of composition of the system. 11hen the upper dew-
point was reached at temperatures a few degrees above the 
critical point, the bath was cooled 2 or 3°F, causing a 
decrease of pressure and returning the system to the two-
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phase region. More gas was then added at this new tempera-
ture level until an upper dew-point was reached above the 
d'.ri tic_al temperature or a bubble-point at temperatures below . 
the critical point. This procedure yielded mo~e detailed 
information about the critical r~gioh without the necessity 
of determining a large number of complete isotherms. AppToxi~ 
mat~ly three hours was required for each complete isotherm. 
The percentage of liquid in the cell was calculated by 
dividing the volume of liquid present by the total volume of 
the cell, this total volume being obtained by fi_lling the 
cell with water 1/2 inch into the 1/2 mm. I. D. neck. While 
the very small diameter of the neck makes it immaterial 
exactly where this boundary is chosen in the case of small 
percentages of liquid and for_ the determination of fluid 
density, it could conceivably cause significant errors in 
the location of the bubble~point pressure. For this reason 
an inverted cell (No~ 51, Fig. 8) was used so that the final 
bubble of vapor could be observed. The:results thus obtained 
agreed with those obtained with the regular cells. 
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COMPOSITIONS OF GASES STUDIED 
Since considerable difficulty was. encountered in 
determining the compositions of the gases studied and since 
the accuracy of analysis is probably the controlling experi-
mental factor in the correlation of the measurements, it was 
considered desirable to desc~ibe the determination of these 
compositions in detail. The compositions of the ten gases 
studied are tabulated in Table I along with some measured 
properties and correlating variables, which were calculated 
from the gas compositions and the accepted properties (1) 
of the pure components. The analyses and calculated compo• 
sitions are shown in Exhibit H., A detailed discussion o.f 
these analyses follows: 
Gas nAn was obtained from the Phillips ~etroleum 
Company. Its composition was reported in connection with 
earlier work (53). 
Gases "A700/770, A700/84o, and A700/94on were 
prepared by adding nitrogen to gas "A", v,hich was contained 
in Jerguson gages at 100°F and 700 lb./sq. in. gage, until 
the pressure rose to 770, 840, and 940 lb/sq. in. gage, 
respectively. The gases were then mixed by passing them 
back and forth between- the two Jerguson gages. The relative 
amount of nitro~en added was computed from the pressure rise 
using the compressibility factors of Standing and Katz (7, 
74). The scatter of the bubble-point data for the various 
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gases showed that this procedure was precise to less than 
l ·(f/ • t /o nl. rogen. Analyses (Exhibit H) by low-temperature 
distillation, slow combustion, and mass spectrometer confirmec 
the mixing and calculat:i.oh procedure to less than 1% nitrog~n. 
These anal_ysis were consistent with the accepted composition 
of Gas "A". 
Gas "AB" was prepared by adding Gas "A" to Phillips 
Pure Grade methane at 82°F until the pressure in the methane 
cylinder rose fro-m 522 to 738 lb./sq. in. gage. No samples 
were removed from the cylinder for 72 hours. 'The composition 
of gas "AB" was calculated as described above, and the 
calculation was confirmed by a mass spectrometer analysis. 
oa·ses "AB?00/800 and -AB700/940''· vvere prepared by 
adding nitrogen to gas 11 AB" as described above. Gas "AB 
700/800" was analyzed by a mass spectrometer and Gas '1.AB 
700/940" by a mass spectrometer and by slo-vv combustion. The 
analytical results for gas "AB?00/800" indicated nitrogen 
content about 1-1/2% higher than calculated while the results 
for gas "AB700/940" indicated nitrogen content about 2% 
lower than calculated. In view of the earlier confirmation 
of the calculation method, the accepted composition was 
weighted toward the calculated value, but it must be admitted 
that the nitrogen (and therefore the methane) content may be 
1 - 2% in error. Uncertainty in the sum of nitrogen and 
methane is 1/2% or less as is true of all of these gases. 
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Gas nBn_was obtained through courtesy of VJ. VJ. Bodle 
of J. F. Pritchard Company from a well in western Kansas. 
Results of low-temperature distillations, mass spectrometer 
analyses and slow combustion are shown for this gas in Exhibi 
H. The results of these analyses are in good agreement 
except that the nitrogen-methane split obtained by low-
temperature distiilatiori is :inaccurate, as is generally knowt.i 
Gas "C" was obtained frdm a p.ipeline at Lawrence 
through courtesy of Cities Service Company. Analyses by low-
temperature distillation, mass spectrometer, and slow 
combustion are shown in Exhibit H. 
Gas "Dn was prepared by adding gas ''AB'' to gas "C" 
at 87°F until the pressure rose from 193 to 585 lb./sq. in. 
gage. The compos i tiop. of gas "D'' was calculated as before, 
~nd a low-temperature distillation was obtained. 
The low-temperature distillations were made by Tulsa 
Testing Laboratories~ Analyses by mass spectrometer were 
made by the Consolidated Engineering Corporation, Pasadena 
and by courtesy of the Phillips Petroleum Company. Analyses 
by slow combustion (Orsat method) were made by Quentin 
v'Jheatley, a graduate student in chemistry at the University 
of Kans as. 
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EXPERil'vlENTAL RESULTS 
Phase Equilibrium Data 
The experimental data for all gases investigated are 
tabulated in Exhibit I. The volume percent liquid is plotter 
against pressure for each experimental isotherm in Exhibit J 
Charts of pressure versus temperature with volume percent 
liquid as a parameter are given as Figures 11-20. These 
pressure-temperature charts were prepared from the experiment. 
isotherms of Exhibit J by cross-plotting at constant percent 
liquid. The critical temperature and pressure were deter-
mined as the point at which all constant percent liquid lines 
converge. These critical conditions are, included in Table 
I where other properties of the gases are summarized. 
The pressure-temperature charts· of Figures 11-20 
represent three interdependent quantities -- temperature, 
, . 
pressure, and volume percent liquid. The precision of the 
temperature measurements is approximately ±0.1°F, the 
accuracy ±0.5° at -200°F to ±0.1° at -40°F. Pressure 
measurements a.re accurate to ±2 lb./sq. in. The absolute 
error in percent liquid is ±2 percent at 10-90% liquid and 
decreases to approximately 1/2 percent at very low and.very 
high amounts of liquid. The absolute errors at the dew'.-
points, determined by the detection of traces of moisture on 
the steel ball used to agitate the mixture., are considerably 
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less than 1/10 percent liquid. Critical temperatures are 
believed to be accurate to +l °F and critical pr·essures to ± 
lo lb./sq. in. Further connnents concerning accuracy of' 
measurements are.given in the discussions of the charts for 
each gas. 
Gas "A" (Fig. 11} 
The bubble-point (100 percent liquid) curve and the 
upper dew-point curve are seen to be continuous, meeting at 
the critical point without a cusp. This behavior is con-
sistent with other hydrocarbon systems. The critical point 
is seen to be -79°F and 925 lb./sq. in. abs. There is a 
large retrograde region above -79°F and 925 lb ./sq. in. abs. 
where condensation occurs upon d-ecrease of pressure or upon 
increase of temperature. As would be expected from the fact 
that this gas contained 91 percent methane and no component 
more volatile than methane, the pressure increases very 
rapidly with the first liquid condensed and very slowly as 
the bubble point is approached; this may be seen more 
clearly in Sxhibit J. The flat character of these isotherms 
at large amounts of liquid is evidence of a uniform temper-
ature within the cold-bath. 
Gas "A 700/770" (Fig._ 12) 
This gas was prepared by adding 8.8 percent hitrogen 
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to gas "A". The critical temperature was lowere.d to -92°F, 
and the critical pressure was increased to 955 lb./sq, in. 
abs. The bubble-point pressure increased 80 lb./sq. in. at 
-200°F and 150 lb./sq. in. at -100°F above the curve for gas 
!1 . .A". The pressure change during the condensation of the 
last SO percent of the mixture increased, but the form of 
the curves was otherwise little changed. 
Gas "A700/84o" (Fig. 13) 
This gas was prepared by adding 16.1 percent nitrogen 
to gas "A". The critical temperature was lowered to -104°F, 
and the critical pressure was increased to 968 lb./sq. in. 
abs. The bubble~point pressure increased 150 lb./sq. in. at 
-200°F and 200-lb./sq. in. at -110°F above the values for 
gas "A 11 • There is a _further increase in the pressure change 
during the condensation of the last 50 percent of the mixture 
and the slope of the bubble-;,point curve is noticeably less. 
The lack of scatter of points along the constant-liquid 
lines shows that there was less than 1 percent variation in 
the amount of nitrogen added to the gas for different iso-
therms. 
Gas "A?00/94on (Fig. 14) 
This gas was prepared by adding 24.4 p~rcent nitrogen 
to gas "A". The critical temperature was lowered to -120°F 
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and the critical pressure was raised to 973 lb./sq. in. abs. 
A plot of critical pressure versus percent nitrogen shows 
that this is near the maximum. critical pressure to be obtainec 
by adding nitrogen to gas" A". The bubble-point increased 
230 lb./sq. in. at -200°F and 430 lb~/sq. in. at -120°F above 
the curve .for gas nA 11 • There was a further increase in 
pressure change_during the condensation of the last 50 
percent of the mixture. 
Gas "AB" (Fig. 15) 
This gas was prepared by-adding methane to·gas "A" 
until a mixture containing 96 .. 7 percent methane \Vas obtained-. 
The critical temperature of this mixture was -101°F and the 
critical .pressure was 765 lb./sq. in. abs. The bubble-point 
pressure was l lb./sq. in. lower than the boiling point of 
methane at -200°F and 23 lb./sq~ in. lower at •120°F. The 
pressure changed only a few lb./sq. in. during the condensa-
tion o:r the last 50 percent of the mixture. All of these 
characteristics are to be expected since gas 11AB 11 is nearly 
pure methane. It is interesting to note that the critical 
pressure is extremely sensitive to impurities; 2.3 percent 
heavy ends increased the critical temperature of methane 
15°F, and the critical pressure was increased 92 lbs./sq. in. 
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Gas uAB700/800u (Fig. 16) 
This gas was prepared by adding 11.3 percent nitrogen 
to gas "~B". The critical tem·1erature was lowered to -117°F, 
and the critical pressure was increased to 790 lb./sq. in. 
abs. The bubble-point pressure and the pressure change 
during the condensation of the last 50 percent of the mixture 
vrnre increased, as with gas "A". 
Gas "AB?00/940 rt {Fig. 17) 
This gas was prepared by adding 24 percent nitrogen 
to gas "AB". The critical temperature was lowered to -131°F 
and the critical pressure was increased·to 815 lb./sq. in. 
abs. The bubble-point pressure and the pressure increase 
during the condensation of the last 50 percent of the mixture 
were again increased as with gas "An. It appears that the 
maximum critical pressure would occur·at a somewhat large~ 
amount of nitrogen than 1-vi th gas "A", but this maximum 
critical pressure would be near 825 lb./sq. in. abs. 
Gas "B" (Fig. 18) 
Gas 11B" was collected from the first-stage separator 
of a well in we~tern Kansas. It contained 1.0 percent helium 
in addition to 11.5 perc~nt nitrogen. The critical temper-
ature of this gas was -84 °F, and the critical p:ressure was 
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1143 lb./sq. in. abs. This gas was received at low pressure, 
and due to the difficulties in compressing it from a nearly-
empty cylinder· no data were collected below -154°F. ./.\side 
from the higher critical pressure., the most notable diff'erenc 
between gas"B" and the "A" series lies in the greater increas 
. of pressure during the condensation of the last 50 percent 
of the mixture. This property is caused by the prese~ce of 
helium as is discussed below. 
Gas 11 cn (Fig. 19) 
This gas vta.s coliected from a pipeline at Lav11rence, 
Kansas and was similar to gas "B1t, both .in composition and in 
measured properties. The critical temperature was -90°F 
and the critical pressure 1107 lb./sq. in. abs. A peculiarit: 
of the gases vihich contain helium is the great increase of 
pressure during the condensation of the last few percent of 
the mixture, Thi~ ef'fect is especially marked at low temp-. . ' 
eratures; at -200°F the pressure rose ,SO 11:>~/sq. in. during 
the condensation of the last 2 pe,i-,cent of the mixture. 
Mullins (43) reports a calculated phase diagram of similar 
form for a natural gas containing helium. Such behavior is 
to be expected from the fact that the solubility of helium 
in nitrogen and in methane goes through~ minimum as the 
temperature is lowered.· Kay (26) has reported a phase 
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diagram for the system hydrogen-naphtha in which the bubble-
point pressure falls, ris3s, then falls as the temperature 
is lowered. 
Gas "D" (Fig. 2 0) • 
This gas was prepared by mixing gas '!:AB" and gas 11 C11 • 
The critical temperature was -96°F and the critical pressure 
918 lb./sq. in. abs. The general form of the phase diagram 
is similar to that of gas 0 c". It is notable that helium 
has a definite effect at·lov, temperatures although the helium 
content is only 0.) percent. 
Utility of Phase Diagrams 
The main utility of the phase diagrams presented i.s 
believed to lie in their use to test existing or proposed 
correlations of equilibrium constant·s. This test can be 
carried out along the boundary curve of the two-phase region, 
where the composition of one· phase is known. Gore (20) has 
calculated bubble-point curves for gases "A" and "AB" using 
the M. J. Kellog2; Equilibrium Constant~, and has obtained 
satisfactory agreement ~ith the experimental data for these 
gases. Bertuzzi is presently engaged in developing a set 
of equilibrium constants for nitrogen which will be consisten· 
with.the experimental results of this investigation. 
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The phase diagrams of these gases can also be used 
to estimate the amount of condensate formed in natural gas 
pipelines. 
Volumetric Data 
_ The volumetric data which were obtained in this 
investigation were determined by metering gas into the test 
cell frdm a reservoir at temperatures from 100 to 110°F and 
at pressures from 750 to 1300 lb./sq. in. gage. - the 
densities of the gases in the reservoir were computed from 
the corr·elation of Standing and Katz (74). This correlation 
has been shown (7) to be accurate to approximately 1 percent 
•d' :ror dry gases containing up to 7 .5 percent nitrogen within 
the pressure and temperature range mentioned above. The 
correlation has not been tested for high concentrations of 
nitrogen, but.the success in calculating the composition o.r 
mixtures of gas "A" and nitrogen indicate that it is probably 
correct within 2 percent. Future investigations of the 
voiumetric behavior of natural gases containing large amounts 
of nitrogen may materially reduce this uncertainty. 
The experimental _determination of the density of 
saturated liquid propane at 32°F is shown in Exhibit F. The 
results agreed to 0.2 percent with the recognized value (75). 
Other data indicate the reasonableness of' the results of 
this investigation. For example, the compressibility factors 
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of g'as "AB" agree with those of pure methane {7) to less than 
l percent at a reduced temperature of ,J.10 and a1' reduced 
pressures up to o.6. At a reduced 'pressure of l.QO the 
compressibility factor of gas "AB" is 0.650 as compared with 
0~682 for pure methane, showing the effect of the condensatio 
of the. heavy ends in gas "AB". It is believed that the 
compressibility factors are correct within l percent as far 
as the experimental determinations are concerned; uncertainty 
of the correlation of Standing and Katz increases the overall 
uncertainty to approximately 3 percent. 
The volumetric data were calculated as compressibility 
factors (PV/RT). A sample calculation of the compressibility 
factors along one isotherm is given in Exhibit G. These 
compressibility factors scattered greatly at very low 
densities, but these errors were avoided by extrapolitihg 
the accurate portion of the compressibility curve to Z = 1 
at zero pressure. Compressibility charts thus prepared were 
cross-plotted to obtain compressibilities at even values 
of reduced temperature. These charts are given for each 
gas in Exhibit K. The charts in Exhibit K were averaged to 
obtain the mean compressibility factor at various reduced 
temperatures ·and reduced pressures.· The mean compressibility 
factor chart is shown as Fig. 21. The· standard deviations 
of the values used to calculate mean compressibilities were 
computed; the probable errors of the i:neancompressibility 
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factors, calculated a.s 0.67 times the standard deviations, 
are entered on Fig. 21. For convenience, the data of 
Standing and Katz are also entered. 
The maximum reduced temperature of this investigation 
I 
is about the same as the minimum reported by Standing and 
Katz. The agreement is good"up to reduced pressures of 1.0 
as is shown by Fig. 21 and by Exhibit K. Figure 21 shows 
that the mean chart may be used with an error of less than 
2 percent 'flfhen the reduced temperature is g1'\e9. te~ than O. 90 
and the compressibility factor is greater than 0.6. V,ery 
large errors ri_re shown Hhere the reduced temperature is less 
than 0.90 and the reduced pressure is 0.2 to o.8. ·In general 
it may_~e said that large errors are to be expected where_ 
large amounts of liquid are present. and where the dens_ity 
of the liquid is much gteater than that of the vapor. 
Figure 21 is presented to show that the volumetric 
behavior of natural gases may be represented to a fair 
degree of accuracy on a single compressibility chart, even 
at high pressures, low temperatures and well into the two-
phase region. Actually, it is not recommended that Fig. 21 
be used in estimating the volumetric behavior of any natural 
gas. /:fhat is recom::1ended is that the compressibility factor 
chart of Ex:hibi t ,J be chosen which describes the behavior 
of the gas having the composition ~ost nearly like that of 
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.factors not be used in the region where the reduced pressure 
is less than 0.8 and the estimated compressibility factor is 
less than 0.5. In this region it will be necessary to 
calculate the amount and density of each o:r the two phases 
present. 
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CORRELATIONS OF CRITICAL TEI11PERATURES AND PRESSURES 
Critical Temperature 
Various correlations have been proposed for estimating 
• the critical temperature of hydrocarbon mixtures. Mayfield 
(42) used the weight average critical temperature as the 
estimated critical temperature for binary mixtures. Smith 
and Watson (73) correlated the criticijl temperatures of 
mixtures as a function-of the weight average boiling point 
and the A..P.I. gravity. This method requires the use of 
fictive den~ities for the volatile hydrocarbons. Kurata and 
Katz (37) correlated tho critical temperature as a function 
of tho molal average critical temperature and implicitly of· 
the molecular weight, with a correction factor to be used 
when methane is present. Edmister and Pollock (12).corre-
lated the critical temperatures or refinery fractions as a 
function of the A.S.T.M. volumetric average boiling point 
and the A.P.I. gravity of the mixture •. Organick (52) has 
recently correlated both critical temperatures and critical 
pressures as functions of the molal average boiling point 
and the weight average equivalent molecular weight. 
None of these methods is completely general. The 
methods of Smith and Watson, and of Edmister and Pollock do 
not apply to volatile mixtures. The method ~f Kurata and 
Katz appears to be completely general as far as the volatilit: 
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of the mixture is concerned, but does not allow for non-
hydrocarbons such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide. Parameters 
could presumably be added to allow for such components, but 
vrnuld considerably complicate the method, since methane is 
already treated in this way. Organick's method seems to be 
general for complex mixtures but does not apply satisfactori1 
to binary systems or to pure compounds. 
The first attempt to correlate the critical temper-
atures of the mixtures .investigated was to apply the method 
of Kura.ta and Katz. The predicted critical temperatures 
were 25 to 34°F greater than the experimental value for the 
u ' 
gases which contained no nitrogen, and the deviations were 
much greater for gases containing nitrogen. This method 
was modified so as to predict lower critical temperatures 
:for mixtures very rich in methane, and the nitrogen content 
was added as a parameter on the chart used to correct ror 
the presence or methane. This method was :fairly successful 
but considerable errors were found when applied to the 
systems methane-butane, methane-pentane, and methane-decane • 
. This modi:fication of the method of Kurata and Katz was dis-
carded in favor of the method to be discussed. 
Existing data for hydrocarbon systems show crit-
ical temperature of mixtures that are not equal to the 
weighted mean of the critic al _temperatures of the components 
on either a molal or a. weight basis. The true critical 
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temperature is greater than the molal average critical 
temperature, a fact vihich was used by Kurata ar:i,4 .. ~atz (37). 
The weight average critical temperature is more_nearly equal 
to tho·true critical te~perature, but is greater than the 
true value. The difference between the we·ight av·erage and 
the true critical _temperature for binary mixtures is greatest 
a.t near equal weight fractions of the tv,o components. This 
difference can be approximately represented-by: 
T. - T ' = A m1 m ... Cm C l.~2 (1) 
where Tc is the true critic al temperature, inTc, is'·, the, we.ight. 
average critical temperature, m1 is ·the weight fraction of 
component 1, II½l is the weight fraction of component 2, and · 
A1 , 2 is a constant peculiar to the given binary mixture. The. 
quantity A1 , 2 m1 suggests a reaction between like mol-
ecules; if such be the case it should be pos·sible to extend 
~quation (1) to predict the critical temperatures of complex 
mixtures. The form in which this extension was attempted 
was: 
Tc-mTc' = Ai,~ ni1. m2 .+ A1., 3 mi m3 + A1,4 m1 ll1l.t- + •• i 
+ A2,3 m2 m3 + A2,4 m2 m4 + . . . 
+ A3,4 nl3 m4 + A3,5 m3 + ••• 
+ A4,5 m.5 + . . . (2) 
where a term ~s .included for each possible binary system. 
The best way to test equation (2) would be to apply it to a 
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ternary system for which the behavior of all the binary 
systems is known .. Unfortunately such data were not 
available, and it was necessary to use data for complex 
systems~ Further, it was necessary to use a trial-and~error 
procedure to estimate the characteristics of those component 
binary systems for which data were not available. The con-:-• 
stants which were obtained from existing binary data· and 
from trial-and-error calculations are given in Table IV. 
The results of applying equation (2) to a number of mixtures 
are summarized in Table V .. No attempt was made to apply 
equation (2) to mixtures having large amounts of high-
boiling constituents, the binary data for which were not 
known. Before the method could be applied to systems such 
as Roess 1 mixtures, data would have to .be obtained.on the 
critical temperatures of binary systems made from narrow 
cuts of such mixture.s. 
It is not claimed that A1, 2 m1 best expresses the 
effect of the binary mixture composed or components 1 and 2, 
but it permitted this eff{?9t to be characterized by a single 
number which greatly f"acilitated the trial-and.:.error calcu-
lations necessa~y when binary critical data were not avail-
able. It might seem more reasonable to make the corrections 
on a molal basis, but the corrections to the average critical 
temperature are more complex than when a weight basis is 
used. Future experimental data will permit direct determin-
ation of the constants of equation {2) and will probably 
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Table IV Values of Aij for Equation (2) 
N2 01 c~ C3 c4 C5 c6 C7 
N2 0 
01 +5Q 0 
02 +25 -1$0 0 -400_( Qi ) 3 . 
C3 0 ~30 0 0 
c4 -100 ~180 -27 +10 Q 
05 -300 -i-150 -50 -30 0 0 
06 -500 -400 -50 -50 0 -25 0 
C .. 
7 -600 
-400 . -100 -50 -10 -100 0 0 
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Table V COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED AND EXPERIMEN!l'AL 
CRITICAL TEMPERATURES 
Mixture Expt Tc Error, OF Error,°F Error, Cl~ OR Organick' s Equation (2) Kurata's 
Method (52) Method (36;37) A 381 o. -5 +34 A 700/770 368 +l -1 A 700/840 356 -2 0 
A 700/940 339~ 0 +3 AB 3ff_9 ·- -2 +3. +25 AB 700/800 3 3 0 =~ AB 700/940 329·- -1 B 37'6',. -5 +l 
C 36~- -5 -3 D 36 +l -3 
Standard Deviation 2~8 3.3 
Volatiie Mixtures 
s-2(36,37) 515 -i7 -6 +5 S-'G II 569 ~it +11 +3 s- If 569 -1. +6 0 S-5 " 630 +15 +25 -3 T-1 " 514 -32 -11 -3 
T-~ " 525 -27 -6 +3 T- " 5io -28 +4 +3 T-5 ff bl -11 +26 +2 B-1 11 536 +10 +5 -8 B-2 II -6 .:..11 +10 i1 . B-, rr 02 •12 ... 17 -3 B- " 610 +6 -12 -5 A (23) . 559 +l -1 . -14 
B " 555 .. 7 +2 0 
Standard Deviation 18.2 14.n 6.6 
8 Naturally occuring Condensate· Gases and Volatile 
Crudes, Critical Temperature Range 460-760 °F (49, 51, 78). 
Critical Temp~ratures obtained by extrapolation (52) 
Standard Deviation (52) 23 
,50 Refinery Mixtures, Critical Temperature Range 
1010-1260°R (59) 
Standard Deviation (52) 7 
Standard deviation calculated for 









make it necessary to modify the form of the terms, but in the 
meantime the use of equation (2} is proposed as a method 
which gives good agreement with experimental da.ta for single 
components, binary systems, and complex systems wherever it 
has heen possible to test the method. 
I 
After equation {2) had been developed Organick's 
correlation became available (52). This correlation extended 
from 0° to 800°F. Using the data of this investigation 
Organick's correlation was extended to -160°F (Fig.22) with 
good results. Table V shows errors involved.in predicting 
critica:1. temperatures of several mixtures by various methods. 
Table V shows that o·rganick1 s method has the most 
general range of applicability of all methods for prediction 
of critical temperature, but it is less accurate than either 
Kurata's method or equation (2) for volatile mixtures. 
Organick's method is plainly superior in estimating 
critical tempera~ures of very complex systems such as 
refinery mixtures and naturally-occurring hydrocarbons, but i 
it has the disconcerting property of failing to pre~ict the 
critical temperatures of pure components and of binary 
mixtures. It is therefore suggested that Organick's method 
be used for vov~ comp+ex mixtures and equation (2) for 
others. It should be pointed out that all of these meth6ds 
depend upon the analyses of the,mixtures for their applicatioL 
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· in analyses than in the correlation... With respect to the 
ten mixtures studied irt this investigation, the experimental 
error in determining the critical temperature is of the order 
or 1°F; and uncertainties in the analyses could easily cause 
this large an error in the predicted critical temperature. 
Thus both Organick's method and equation (2) predict the 
critical temperatures almost to within experimental errors. 
Particular cauti0n is to be used in applying any of these 
correlations to ·mixtures whose analyses show large amounts 
of heavy ends or unknown composition. 
Critical Pressure 
The estimation of critical pressures has been a more 
serious problem than has the estimation of critical temp-
eratures. While critical temperatures could be estimated 
with some degree of accuracy by averaging processes, either 
on a weight or a mole basis, critical pressures may be as 
much as ten times the values calculated by averaging processe 
There are a number or methods for predicting the 
critical pressures of mixtures. Mayfield (42) has presented 
a method ror binary mixtures of hydrocarbons. Smith and 
Watson (73) correlated the ratio Pc/P, as a function or 
C . 
Tc/Tc', where Pc and T0 are the. tr·ue critical pressure .a:nd 
temperature respectively. pc, and Tc' are 'the molal-average 
critical properties. Kurata and Katz (37} plotted TcPc'/p
0 
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versus Tc' with the molal average molecular weight, M, as 
a parameter. 
The method of Smith and Watson showed the general 
trend of the critical pressure data of this investigation~ 
but v,i th a considerable scatter. The method of Kura ta and 
Katz, applied to the two mixtures of this investigation whicl 
contained no nitrogen, predicted critical pressures which 
were 20 and 150 pounds per square inch too high. Tpe curves 
or the correlation were easily re-dra~n in this extrapolated 
region to reduce these errors to less than 10 pounds per 
square inch. The adjusted chart is 'shown as Fig. 23. This 
chart predicted values of critical pressure for the nitrogen-
bearing gases which were several times too large. This 
I 
discrepancy was at first treated by assigning a fictive 
molecular weight to nitrogen. The fictive molecular weight 
was found to be a function largely of the mole fraction of 
nitrogen in the gas, but showed a considerable scatter when 
plotted versus the nitrogen content. It was found to be 
more satisfactory to assign a fictive molecular weight, M~~, 
to the mixture and to plot I~{/M versus the mole percent of 
nitrogen in the gas. The modified correlation thus is a 
plot of Tcfc'/pc versus Tc' with M{r as a parameter. For 
hydrocarbon mixtures TuBr is the same as M, while for gases 
containing nitrogen, !~r/M is plotted versus the mole percent 
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estimating critical pressures with Fig. 23 are shown by 
Table VI. Fig. 23 is identical to the correlation oi Kurata 
and Katz for mixtures having a molecular weight greater than 
24. 
After this modification was completed Organick's 
correlation became available arid was extended to the low..: 
temperature region as was discussed in connection with the 
correlation of critical temperatures. This method simulta-
neously predicts· critical temperatures and critical pressures 
ana is shown as Fig. 22. The errors in estimating critical 
pressures by Organick's method are shown in.Table VI. 
Table VI shows 'tha t Organick' s method gives the better 
results for naturally occurring mixtures and for refinery 
mixtures. The modified correlation of Kurata and Katz 
(Fig. 23) gives better results for volatile and very volatile 
mixtures. It is sugri;ested that the correlation used be 
chosen accordingly·. In particular, it is suggested that ·· 
Fig. 23 be used for systems which approach binary ndxtures 
or which approach be.ing pure components. 


















925 · +1.50 
9565 9 8 
973 +3453 





Standard Deviation . 
Error 














S-2 2387 +227 -1?_7-S-?. 2.574 +56 -2 . s- 2537 +3 +13· S-.5 2615 +65 -165: 
T-1 2605 +35 -305 
T-3 2675 -o.5 ~125. T-4 2730 +60 +120i 
T-5 2900 +10 -300 
B-1 1826 +14 -14-6,. 
B-2 1797 -9 +J f 
B-?_ 1796 +lj. -96 
B- 1706 :i -56' Hanson A 1994. +8. 
Hanson .B 1987 -7 +13 
Standard Deviation 75 
Error 
Modification of 
























8 Naturally Occurring Condensate Gases and Volatile 
Cru~des, Critical Pressure Range 2600-5400 lb/sq. ·in. abs. 
(49 ,'~'51, 78). 
Standa:rd Devia-
tion (52) 496 260 496 
75 
50 Refinery Mixtures, Critical Pressure Range 325-
680 lb. /sq. in. abs. (59). 
Standard Devia-
tion (52) ----- 28 
Standard Deviation calculated for N mixtures by 
\f\ ?.":_ (Observed-Predicted) 2 N - 2 ,1 
assuming N-2 degrees of freedom 
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SAMPLE CALCULATION OF CRITICAL TEMPERATURE USING E~UATION (2) 
Gas B T ' 397 OR m C 
.Aij Table IV Tc 376 
Obs. A -21 °F 
i j i Mj Aij £mj,t\ij i--F . m 4-.mJ Aij 
Cl OJ614 +50 +JO. 7 
c2 0.083 +25 +2.1 
N2 c3 0.074 0 
C4 0.036 -100 -3 .• 6 
C5 0.011 -300 -3.J 
c6 0.017 -soo -8.5 
c7 
N2 0.160 +17.4 +2.8 
C2 0.083 -242 -20.1 
c3 0.074 -30 -2.2 
cl C4 0.036 -180 -6.5 
c5 0.011 -150 -1.6 
c6 0.017 -400 . -6.8 
c7 
Cl 0.614 -37. 2 · -22.8 
c3 0.074 0 
c4 0.036 -27 -1 .• 0 
C -50 -o.6 2 C5 0.011 
c6 0.017 -50 -o.8 
c7 
c2 0.083 -2.4 -0.2 
Cale A -20 
Error +1°F 
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Exhibit A ,. Calibration of Equilibrium Cells 
A long capillary tube was sealed to the end of a 
calibrated 10 ml. burette, · and ·~·rater was metered from the 
burette into tho cill. Calibration of the bottom portion of 
the call was made with the ball resting upon the bottom and 
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5.5 
7.3 





29 .. 2 
36~6 
43~9 







100 .• 0 
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Exhibit A Cont. Calibration of Equilibrium Cells 
Cell No. 18 
Ball Up 
Vol~ Delivered Cell Reading Volume 
from Burette Percent 
ml. Liquid 
0.15 0.10 1.5 
o- L.o 0-.30 3·.9 .. 
0.75 0-.50 7-,~ 1.00 o·.66 9·. 
1.30 0.85 12.7 
1.60 1.05 1.5.7 
Ball Down 
0.40 o.45 J.9 
0.75 0.65 7-.4 
1·.00 0.85 9.8 
1.30 1.0~ 12.7 
1·.90 1.49 18.6 
2.71 2.00 26.6 
4.15 ~.oo 40. 7 .5.62 .oo 5.5.1 
7.08 s.oo 69.·4 
8.55 6.oo 8J.8' 
9.93 7'.00 97'-4 10·.13 7.fto 99.3 10.16 7. ~o 100.0 
CeJ.1 No~ 20 
Ball Up 
Vol. Delivered Cell Reading Volume 
from Durette Percent 
ml.. Liquid 
0.1.5 0.25 Li 0~35 0.45 Ja 
0.70 o-. 70 6.9 o.~s 0.85 9.3 
Ball Down. 
0.35 0 • .58 J-.4 
o. 95 1.00 9.3 
Exhibit A Cont. Calibration of Equilibrium Cells 
































































































Exhibit A Cont. Calibration of Equilibrium. Cells 















Cell No. 24 (3/811 Straight) 
Ball Up 



























































99 ~8 · 
100.0 
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Exhibit A Cont. Calibration of Equilibrium Cells 
Cell No. 61 (3/8" Inverted) 








































Exhibit B. Detoranina tion of tho Volut1e 
Between the Gao Reservoir ~nd the Equilibri~n Coll 
The volume, v5 , beti:reen valve 1 and the neck: of the 
0quilib::1 ium cell was determined by filling the cell into 
the capillary tube of th3 neck, metering methane into th~e 
volune and ~easuring the resulting increase of pressure. 
The initial pressure• in- all cases was atmospheric; diffcn.,cnt 
final prcrnsures ,'101'8 used in order to evaluate the increase 
of volume vith pressure. Tho volumd· is given by: 
V = Pi R. I:i . s J J 
Pi - po 7 ,:_Jo 
Where P1 = final pressuro in cell which in all cases was 
the same as the pressure in the reservoir, lb./ 
sq_. in. abs. 
P0 = 14 ~b./sq. in. abs., the initial atmospheric 
pressure. 
R j = change in lGiTel of mercury in the calibrated 
Jerguson gage, cm. 
Hj = calibration constant of Jergu.son gage, ml./cm. 
I 
Z1 = co~pressJbility factor of methane at the pressure 
P1 , and the tom~)erature of t1._1e volume Vs which 
was also the temperature of the Jerguson gage. 
Z0 = compressibility factor of methane at the pressure 
Exhibit B Cont. Determination of the Volume Between 
the Gas Reservoir and the Equilibrium Cell 
~he equation reduces, to the following form Wlithin the 
precision of the measurements. 
V , pi Rj .Mj 
s = -· -------"-
P 1 • P0 
The following data were obtained. 
Cell p Average R. Mj V8 , ml. 1 J 
G 714 4.80 0.89 4.35 
G 314 4.56 0.89 4.25 
18 414 3.98 0.89 3.67 
20 414 4,21 0.89 3.88 
22 414 4.25 0.89 3.91 
25 464 4.24 0.888 3.88 
90 
91 
Exhibit C Calibration of Jerguson Gage 
The Jerguson gages were calibrated by removing the 
••• • ••• ~-•••• ;,I. ~- .. • • • ' •• 
mercury f'rom valve no. 7 (in the case of the left Jerguson 
gage) while admitting gas from the other gage in order to 
maintain a constant pressure. The amount of mercury remove 
was measured in a calib-rated 25 ml. buret.te. 
Left Upper Gage, Septe~ber, 1951 
at 100°F.and 2500 lb/sq. inch gage 













Left Jerguson Jerguson ~ages 













Feb. 16, 1951 August ,,15, 1951 
· Gage Rea ding Ml. Delivered Gage heading Ml Delivered 
38.0 0 38.0 0 
36.0 1.72 33.l 4.18 
34.0 3.62 28.2 8.53 
32.0 5.34 20.2 15.67 
30.0 7.04 12.l 22.98 
28.0 a·.ss · 2.0 31.91 
26.0 10.55 
24.0 12.40 
Exhibit a Cont. 
22.0 










































Jerguson Gage was dismantled and equipped with new 
gaskets February l, 1951, but was not adjusted between 
February· 16, and August 15, 1951. 
Exhibit D Comparison of Pressure Gages with 
Dead-Weight Tester 
93 
The following data were obtained when the Bourdon•· 
tube gages were compared w1tb. an Ashcrart 10,000 lb/sq. in. 
dead-weight tester in January, 1951 after they had been in 
service for one year. Since at this time the tester was 
new and would not seal at low pressures, no reliable 
comparison could be made below 600 lb./sq. in. The 
precision of the comparison was judged to be 
:r 1 lb/sq~ in. 
Dead-weight tester 








0~2000 lb/sq. in. 
Bourdon Gage 








0-5000 lb/sq. in. 
Bourdon Gage 








The gages were again compared with the dead-weight 
tester in August, 1951 at increasing and decreasing 
pressure. These results are shown below. 
Dead-weight Tester 


















in. 0-5000 lb/sq. in. 
Bourdon gage 










































































Exhibit E Comparison of Thermocouple 
with Platinum Resistance Thermometer 
The bath thermocouple was compared in July of 1950 witt 
Leeds and Northrup Thermohm No. 755972. Temperatures ·'.Jl1ere 
calculated from the rasistance of the r:t1hermohm using the 
van Deus en modification of the Callendar interuolation fo.rmul: 
t = i 
C 
+ b (L 
100 
v1here t represents temperature in degrees centigrade; Rt 
r_epr,3s0nts resistance at the tcm!:>erature t, and R the 
0 
resistance at the ice point~·. :T~1.e specific constants were 
certified by the National Bur~au of Standards to be 
C = 0.0039260!!:_ 
d = l .4.920 
b = 0.1104 (below 0°C) 
The resistance Rt and R
0 
were determined by passing 
a current of 2 milliamperes through the T·hermohm connected 
in series iNith a Le0ds and Northrup 100 ohm resistor (List 
Number 4030) which was maintained at l00°F'in a stirred oil 
bath. The potential· terminals of the 100 ohm resistor ·were 
conn0cted to the E.M.F. terminals of the potentiometer. 
Connec tod il'l: · this· way, tho r.oa.ding of' the potent ior110 t0r 
~,:1s pro:9ortionul to tho rosistenc0 of· the· .Thcrmohm. Tho 
:.lbsonco of spurious: E.r.t.F. 1 s was established by duplic:J.ting 
the resistance R0 with the current through the Thermohrn 
Exhibit E Cont. Comparison of Thermocouple with 
Platinum Resis.tance Thermometer 
reversed. The E. Ivi.F. of the_ thermocouple was determined 
with the N:-2 potentiometer and an Eppley standard cell. 
96 
Sinpe the temperature of the bath drifted slowly this re-
quired plotting the reading of the Thermohm versus time to 
obtain simu1taneous values of temperature and of thermocouple 






























µ The glass tube of the Thermohm was accici§ntally broken 
before this comparison could be completed, and the Thermohm 
was returned to Leeds and Northrup for repair and re-calibrati 
The specific constants vrnre reported to be: 
C = 0.00392611 
d = 1.492 
b = 0.1107 
The thermocouple was again compgred with the Theim ohm 
in February of 1951. In this comp::1.rison the resistance of 
the Thermohm was det0rmined by measuring the potential drop 
across· the Th,armohm and· across the 100 ohm resistor with the 
K-2 potentiometer.. ~-!ith this arrangement the resistance of. 
the 'fhermohm is 100 times the ratio of the tvrn potential 










Cont. Comparison of Thermocouple with 


















Another comparison was made on August 15, 1951 by placing 
both th8rr,1ocou:9l3 and T;hermohm in a six inch s3ction of 3/4 
inch cOp:!_Jel'"' tubing closed at the bottom and immersing the 
assembly in a mixture of solid and liquid pentane contained 










Exhibit F Density of Propane at Icepoint 
Cell No. 22 Phillips Pure Grade Propane 
Temperature J2°F ·ce 11 Vol. 10. 27ml. 
Reservoir Pressure 100 lb~/sq. in. 
. Reservoir Temperature 100°F 
Sep·. Vol. 3. 9 ml • 
Change in Equiilihrium Liquid 
Eercury Level, cm Pressure in cell 

















Calculation of Density of S~turate~ Liquid Propane at 32°F. 
~}Properties of propane are taken from Stearns & G~orge, IE.£• 
& Eng. Chem., 3.5, 602-607 (194.3). 
X Initial propane in cell at 80°F and 10 Psig is 14.2X 
5.361~}----
0.016018 = 0.0424 grams 
Propane added from Jerguson gage is 
401.9 X 0.891 X 0.016018 
1.056H} 
= 5431 grams 
Pro!:,ane in separator at :md of run is 
3.9 X 0.016018 = 0.0J6_5 
1. 7100~~ 
Propane in cell= 0.042 + 5.431 - 0.0361 = 5-437 grams 
Density = 5 .1~37 
10.~ 27 
= 0.529 gram 
Stearns and George give 
0.016~18 = 0.5304 grams 
0.03020~~ ml 
ml 
EXHIBIT G. SAMPLE CALCULATION OF COMPRESSIBILITIES 
Gas "C" 
Cell Vol= Ve= 11.1 ml. 
Sep. Vol= V8 = 3:9 ml. 
IvI = 19. 975 gm./gm. mole 
T = -69.38°F = 390.31°R 
P' c = -644·.45 Psia 
T'c = 354.84°R 
T'r = 1.1000 
R = 669.1 Psi m1/0R 
Filled at 84 °F = 544°R, 48 psia 
T' = 544 = l._533 '·pr = 4B = o'.0745 
r 354.84 . r 64414 
From Katz, Brown, et al (7) p. 33 Z = 0.994 
I ·ti 1 - P(V + V) 
99 
ni a Gas - s c. _ ,. 8 15 0 · - u_: _ x _:.:._ = 0.00199 gm. moles ZT x 669.1 0.994 669.1 · 
z = V 
_£ = 
RT 
Reservoir Pressure~ 1314 Psia Temp~= 110°F = 570°R 
T'r = 57o'. = 1.606 , 354,84 . . 
Z = 0.861 
pt - 1314 - 2 039 
M - 644 •. 45 - • 
(From Brown, et al (7) ~. 3'8) 
E. = 
V 669.: X z X T = 6!~~1 X 0.861 X 570 = 0.004001 g.moles 
ml. 
100 
CALQULATION OF COMPRESSIBILITIES - CONTINUED 
Gas "C" T;: 390.310R T'r l,1000 
p Rjg Vjg Njg N Total NS Ne z P' : r 
I; ' ' .0004 ~odl59 ~989 0.0574 37 2.0 0. 0 ,09199 
220 5.4 3.0 .0120 .ol4o .oq~51 .0115 ~813 0.3414 
352 B.o 5.3 .0212 .d232 ,6040 !0192 .,779 o,5462 
464 10.5 7.5 .0300 .0320 .0054 .0266 .741 0;7200 
601 14.0 10.? .0428 .0430 .0073 .0357 .715 o.9326 
737 18.l 14.3 .0572 .0592 .0091 .0501 ~625 1.1436 
869 22.7 18.4 .0736 -0756 .0093 .0663 .557 1.3484 
946 25.9 21.2 .0848 .0868 .0120 .0748 .537 1.4679 
1031 29.9 24.8 .0992 .1012 .0132 .0880 .498 1.5998 
1111 34.1 28.5 .1140 .1160 .0144 .1016 .465 1.7240 
1176 37.9 31.9 .1276 .1296. .0153 .1143 .437 1.8248 
1176 11.0 31.9 .1276 .1296 .0153 .1143 .437 1.8248 
1222 14.0 34.6 .1384 .1404 .0159 .1245 .417 1.8962 
12.49 15.8 36.1 .1444 .1464 .0165 .1299 .409 1.9381 
Sat. Density= 0.1299 = 0.01170 gm. moles/ml. 11.1 
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Iso- and normal distributions calculated fr.om analysis 
of "A700/940 .. " 
101 
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EXHIBIT H CONT. SUMNIARY OF ANALYSES -GAS "A?no/770" · 
.ANALYST Calculated Accepted 
METHOD From "A" & Composi-
DATE Z Factors tion 
CO2 1.09 1.09 
02 
He 




C2H6 4.01 4.01 
C3H8 1.74 1.74 
iC 4H10 o.Jo a.Jo 
nC4HlO o.55 0.55 
iC 5H12 0.19 0.19 
nC5Hl2 0.12 0.12 
Hexanes 0.14 0.14 
Heptanes + 0.16 0.16 
103 
EXHIBIT H SUMMARY OF ANALYSES GAS "A?no/840" 
ANALYST Calculated Consolidated Accepted 
:METHOD From "A" & Mass Spectrometer Compqsi-
DATE Z Factors November 12, 1951 tion 
CO2 1.00 . o.6 1.00 
02 
He 
N2 16.11 16.7 16.11 
CH4 76.25 75.6 76.25 
C2H6 3.69 4.1 3.69 
.C3H8 1.60 1.4 1.60 
iC 4HlO 0.28 0.5 ().28 






nC5Hl2 0.11 ' 0.11 ;··o.6 
Hexanes 0.12 0.12 
Heptanes + 0.15 / 0.15 / 
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EXHIBIT H CONT. SUMMARY OF ANAI:,YSES GAS ''A 700/940" 
ANALYST Cale. Tulsa T.L. Q. Wheatley Consoli- Accepted 
From dated Composi-
METHOD "An& Z Pod Slow Comb. ·Ivl. s. tion 
DATE Factors 6-..25-51 9-10-51. 11-12-.51 
CO2 0.91 0.5 0.69 0.4 0.91 
02 0 0.1 0.30 ---
He .... _ .. ..- ... --... -· 
N2 24.41 30.9 23.92 24.,2 24.41 
CH4 68.70 62.3 \ 67~0 68.70 -C2H6 3:~33 3J~7 3.7 3.33 
. C3H8 1.44 1.49 :,.-75 .09 1.1 L44 
iC4H10 > 0.70 0.25 0,5 0 .• 30 
nC4H10 o.46 0
)0.6 
. 0.40 \ . 
iC5H12 \ 0.14 .oi16 ;0.26 
nC5H12 0.09 0.10 
Hexanes 0.11 O.li 0.11 
Heptanes+ 0.14 0.1 0.14 






















































































































EXHIBIT H CONT. SUl1l"TARY OF ANALYSES GAS llAB 700/94on 
AIJALYST Calculated Phillips Q. Wheatley Consoli- Accepted 
From dated Comnosi-
I.IETHOD Analysis Mass Slow Comb. Mass tion 
of "AB"& Z Spectrom- Spectrom-
Factors eter eter 
DATE 8 .. 29-51 9-12;51 11-12-51 
Air 34;8%, 
CO2 0.33 0.36 0.2 0.20 
02 0.1 0.23 .. :.... ... 
He 0 0 _.., ... 
N2 24.81 22.0 20.47 31.9 24.00 
CH4 72.70 75.2 \ 65.·s 73.64 C2H6 1.20 1.3 1.4 1.20 c
3
H8 o_.53 1.2 
\ 
0.2 0.53 
\a.94 iC4H10 0.10 ·, 0.1 0.10 '~ I nC H ' 0.15 \Q.2 0.2 0.15 4 10 ,/· \ iC H 0.05 \0.2 .0.05 5 12 <1/ / I nC H o.ol-1- 0.04 5 12 / Hexanes 0.04 0~04 Heptanes + 0.05 0.05 
ln8 
EXHIBIT H CONT. smm1ARY OF ANALYSSS GAS rt Bh 
AEALYST Saybolt, Tulsa T.L. Phillips Q. vVhea.tley Accepted 
Tulsa T.L. Com-oosi-
METHOD Pod Pod Mass Slow. Comb, tion 
Spectrom-
eter 
DA~rE 1-8-51 8-13-51 8-29-51 8-28-51 
CO2 0 0.20 0.15 0.13 
02 0 0 0 -Q;25 ... ~. \ ' \ He / 9.22 \ l'.O / 12. 84 1~00 N /14.38 11.3 I 11.46 2 
CH4 80.29 74.70 77 .o · \ 
76.65 
C2H6 5.21 5 • .51 5.6 5.51 
C3H8 3.40 3.32 3.4 3,35 
iC4H10 0.33 o .• 36 ., 1.2 i86:76 · 0.35 
I I nC4H10 0.97 o_.91 0.90 iC5Hl2 0.17 0.18 \0.5 · 0 .• 11 nC.5H12 0.20 o_.14 0.15 
Hexanes + 0.21 0.46 I/ 0.33 ,, 
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EXHIBIT H COHT. sun,IARY OF Ai:ALYSES GAS "C" 
ANALYST Tulsa T.L. Phillips Q,. •Jlhea tley Accepted 
METHOD Pod Mass Slow Comb. Composi-
Spectrom- tion 
eter 
DATE 8-13-51 8-29-51 . 8-28-51 
co".) 0.2 0.18 0.20 
c;. 
02 0 O_.l 0.24 
___ ,_, 
He )17.21 b.6 ) 15.54. 0.60 
N2 13.5 13 . .50 
CH4 72.25 75.J. 
\ 
75.15 
C2H6. 6.16 6.1 6.10 
C3H8 3.25 3.3 3.27 
0.36 \ iC4H ·, 1.1 /84.04 0.38 10 I 
nC4H10 0.57 .) 0.60 
\ )0,20! >0.20 iC5H12 nC5H12 ;· 0.20 I 
Hexanes + I 
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EXHIBIT H CONT. SUMMARY OF ANALYSES GAS "D" 
ANALYST Calculated Tulsa T.L. Accepted 
Composition 
J.IE 1rHOD Pod 
DATE 8-29-51 
CO2 0.31 0.20 0.25 
02 o .• 03 0 -----
He ~, ,. 0.31 
N2 /) 7. 36 .,/ 8.95 1~05 
OHL~ 85.42 83.39 85.42 
C2H6 3.95 4.27 4.11 
CJHB. 2.04 1~93 1.98 
iC4H10 0.26 0.47 0.37 
nC4H10 0.41 0.38 0.39 
iC.5H12 )0.22 >-41 )0.22 nC.5H12 Hexanes + 
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EXHIBIT I ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "Au CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. G 
T.ELIPERATURE · -19. 95°F CELL VOL.13. 7ml. SEP. VOL.4.Jml. 
TH~RMOCOUPLE, MV. 4,255 RESE~VOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir ~b./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
1000 3·.2 29 -----
II 8.o 243 0L927 
It 10.i 31+3 0,902 
II 12. 4' o.i25 
II lh.6 gi? o. 03 
It 16.1 64 0.867 
11 17.4 614 Trace Trace o.866 
fl 18 .L~ 6i2 11 It ------rr 19.0 6 1+ It It 0.835 
rr 20.0 691 I( It -·----
11 21.0 720 " II 0.811 
II 21.9 7)65 II fl --·-----
!T 22.7 7 7 11 It 0.783 
ii 2 '). 5 791 If II -·------
fl 24.6 817 If II o. 76i 
!I 25.3 839 rr II 0.7$7 
ii 26.~ 863 rr I! -------11 2T. 890 rr ii 0.731 
If 28·.2 910 If fl 0.722 
IT 29.4 9io It " -----II 
30 ·t 9 4 II fl 0.704 ii 31. 992 It ,, ------
II 32.6 1014 It " 0.680 
112 
ORIGINAL DATA · , 
GAS IDENTIFICATION ·"All CELL TYPE ;3/8'1 Strt NO, 24 
TEMPERATURE . -39·.84°F CELL VOL. 4.64ml.SEP VOL.J.8ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, fJW. 5.80 RESERVOIR T:'.i:MP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pres sure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lh./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
1500 2.6 22 dry 0 
If i·-4 2!t9 dr~y 0 If ·• 2 !t79 dry 0 
II 8.7 714 0 .10~} L.5 
rr 1L7 9!l9 0 .12~~ 1·. 6 
rr 1~·.3 10~1 o. 14~} L8 II 1 • 8 1140 0-.10~} 1.5 
Ii 15·.6 1H11 0.06. o.8 
If 16.1 1213 dry 0 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "A 1' CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. G 
TEMPERATURE -_59.80°F CELL VOL. 13, 7ml. SEP VOL.4.Jml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 7.30 RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lh./sq. Reservoir lb',/sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
1000 ---- 31 0 II 5. 8 125 0 
If 9.4 261 ·o 
tt 11·.4 i?t Trace Trace " 15.lt o·. os~~ 0.7 II 22.0 21 0.10~~ 1.0 
" 28.,5 751 0 • .50 1.8 
II 35.7 863 0.65 3.1 
II 38.4 897 o. 72 J.8 ,, 4-4 897 o. 72 4,8 II .5 932 o·.80 .5 
" 12.0 988 0.92 5. 5 It 14.9 1014 0.9.5 5. 6 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION qA 11 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt NO. G 
· TEMPERi-Il:URE -69·.74°F CELL VOL.13.7ml SEP VOL.4.3ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 8.03 RESERVOIR TEMP .. 100°F 
Reservoir• Mercury Equilib:t1ium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb'./sq. Reservoir lh./sq, Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
1000 3·.8 22 dry 0 
._ _____ 
If 6._5 128 dry 0 0.908 
" 9·.2 122 dry 0 ------
It 10·. 7 270 Trace Trace 0.720 
II 12.2 316 Trace Trace 0.807 
II 1L~·. 2 tt73 Trace Trace -----It 15·. 8 ~19 Trace Trace 0.746 
lf 18.6 493 o. o.8 0.713 
It 21.2 555 o·. 20i'" 1·.5 o.686 
It 23.8 606 o. 2,,, 1.8 Ol653 11 26.8 66 o.a_ •;} 2-.3 .i.,..i, __ _. 
ti 29-.8 714 o. 2.8 0.582 ,, 32.5 754 0. ,50{~ 3.6 -------
it 36.8 810 o.BB 5.0 o·.517 
1200 J.8 810 o·.88 5·.o 0.,17 . 
If 8·.4 868 1·.10 6-.6 o. 70 
It 10·.t 891 1.25 B.o ----- ---
If 12. 910 Lio 9.2 0.432 11 14.2 r 1. 6 10·. 7 -------rt 17.8 9 O L85 12·.8 0.404_ If 19-.5 9 i 2·.00 1i.o ------If 2L8 9~. 2·.26 1 ·.o 0.363 If 2i·· 2 9 3 2·.30 16·.2 _.., ___ It 2 ,·.i 991 2·.38 17'.0 0.348 
It 25·. 996 2.20 15-.5 ___ ... __ 
ff 26·.t 1000 1.90. lJ.2 0.336 
" 27'. 1oot~ 0.90 5.5 ------" 28.8 1009 Single Phase 0 0.322 
Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "Att CELL TYPE •1/2° Strt NO. G 
TEMPERATURE - 74. 76 °F CELL VOL. 13. 7 ml. SEP VOL. 4. Jml 


















































35 0 0 -~---
181 o o . o·.837 
~50 Trace Trace 0·.792· 
436 0.15* 1.2 0.753 
512 o·. 20{'" 1.~. o. 709 
512 o·. 20~~ 1.4 o. 709 
622 o. 35~:~ 2 .4 o. 627 
709 0.70* 3.6 o·.574 
801 1~061~- fr.a o·.495 
872 1·. 71~} 11·.6 ·o .42q 
912 2·~464'" 17.2 0.377 
912 2.40* 17.2 0.377 
941 ~-53 25.8 0.338 
956 4.72 34.9 0.316 
9569 5.37 40.1 0~313 
9 5 None VisibleNone Visible0.307 
992 Single PhaseSingle PhaseO.JOO 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION 11 Att CELL TYPE 1/211 Strt NO. G . 
TEMPERATURE -77.67°F CELL VOL. lJ.?ml. ·SEP VOL. 4.Jml .. 























































7 5u. 0 62 •:• 4. 7 
798 l•i 12 7 .. 0 
814 l~24 8·,0 
829 1~40 9.1 
840 1.60 10.7 
856 i~82 12.5 
868 2.10 14.6 
~:jg 
888 2·. 68 19.1 
898 3.13 22.8 
902 3.31 24.1 
912 ,3.90 28~7 
920 4.47 33.4 
92h ~~95 37.3 
926 5.38 40.5 
936 5~98 45·.3 
931 . 6.50 49.5 
932 6. 87 52·.4 
93) . 7.75 59.5 
934 None VisibleNone Visible 
963 Single PhaseSingle Phase 
z 
Data at lower uressures was discarded when it was found that 
there was no ice at cold junction. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION 11 :A'' CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. G 
TEM?BRATURE -8o.46°F CELL VOL.13 .• ?ml. SEP VOL.4.Jml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 8.8b RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb .• /sq. Reservoir lb,/sq. Liquid 
in. gaga in. abs. 
1000 3.0 22 dry 0 ,, 5.4 ntt Trace Trace rt 8.o 21 Trace Trace 
11 11·.2 m 0,O5·H· 0. 5 0.842 If l~ .• 7 0. 08~~ o.6 -- .. --if 19.0 517 0~16 1.0 -- ... -- -
It 23~8 560 0.55 2.5 0.583 
ii 31.0 715 0~85 4·. 7 -"~---
It 37.0 773 1·,24 7.8 o.4s2 If 2.6 773 1·,24 7.8 -----., 
12·.4 838 2·.13 1,5-.0 ------ii 22.l 880 3. 76 27.6 0.343 II 30.i 903 · 6.60 50.2 -------" . 32·. 908 None Visible 100 0.297 
If 34.2 912 10.I.i.h 80.0 o·. 287 
ff 34·.9 913 None Visible 0 0. 28!t 
tr 38.0 9)8 Single Phase ·o 0.279 
•;( Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION ·11 A" CELL TYPE 1/2'1 Strt NO. G 
TEMPERATURE . -81 • .53 °F . CELL VOL, 1J .-7ml SEP, VOL.4. 3ml 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 8.875 RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibr~um Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq.· Liquid 
in-. gage in. abs. 
1000 r 23 0 0 -----" .8 80 0 0 o·.862 " ·.4 136 0 0 0.834 
" 8·. 0 190 0 0 0.789 
II 9.4 220 Trnco Trace ------If 10.0 256 o·. 02~~ o.6 0.776 n 11.6 298 o·. o J{'" o.s -------" hl:~ 348 0: 09" 1.0 0.717 . ..,\" " ~83 0 .10{} 1.1 ------" 17'.0 4l5 o .• 15{:- 1.3 0.667 " 18·.6 0. 20{:- 1..5 4 l --------,, 20.2 0.25% 1.8 -
5,8 ~..,---'' 23·.o o·. 30~~ 2.1 0.698 " 25·.4 589 0 -~6;~ 2 • .5 ' -------It 29.0 631 o· 6~· 3.3 • I~ -----If 31.8 664 0 .58•:} 4.2 ---- .. -rr 34.0 688 0. 60~~- u 0.467 " 4.4 688 0.60% 0.467 " 9.3 759 1·.20 ,.5 0.443 II 1%.0 79i 1.60 10.8 ___ _.._ II 1 .2 81 2.00 1i.o 0.378 rt 22.7 sio 2·. 60 1 .5 .. -... --" 26.4 8 6 3.23 23.5 0.33$ 
'' 31.0 871 4·.18 41.0 -------,, 35.4 883 5-.40 0.7 0.289 It 
J-~ 883 5-.40 4o·. 7 
..., ______ 
" 8- 892 6. 70 51.0 
11: 
_,_ ____ 
rr 898 8.26 63.5 0.2,7 " 1~;"-2 902 10.05 77.5 0.2 9 tr 1 .2 905 None Visible 100 0.243 
if- Rend with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION '1A11 CELL TYPE 1/2'1 Strt NO. G 
TEMPERATURE · -84.69°F CELL VOL.13.7ml SEP VOL.4.3ml 
THERIJOCOU?IE, MV. 9.10 RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F -
Reservoir Hercury Equilibrium J;:iiquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq.- Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
500 5.8 27 0 0 _ ......... 
1t 13.5 162 Trace -Trace o.885 
II 20.2 268 0.05 0.5 0.841 
" 30.7 {)6 0.06 0.5 -------it 38.3 76 0.60 3.0 0.663 
1000 8.1 1+ 76 0.60 3.0 0.663 
tr 13,7 ll4 o.6i 3.2 - 0.600 . If 20~1 o.8 5.0 o.r II 21.3 733 L.28 8.2 o. 55 1t 38.3· 797 2.43 17·.2 0.369 
If 7.3 797 2.43 17.2 0.369 
It 14.8 827 3-f 26.1 0.327 II 23.2 ~ii 5- 6 i1.o 0.287, II 30.0 8.37 4.3 0.263 
II 35.1 874 11.56 89.5 o.2h6 
ii 37.5 875 None Visible 100 0.238 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION nAn CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. G 
TEHPERATURE -91..5J°F CELL VOL. 1J. 7ml SEP VOL.4.Jml 
TH311I'!IOCOUPLE, MV.9.58 RESE~VOIR T:SI!IP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury 





































































* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
z· 
Upon addition of the next increment of gas the equilibrium 
cell burst, preventing completion of this isotherm. 
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ORIGINAL D.:\TA 
GAS ID ~NTIFICATION !'A' 1 CELL TYPE 3/8 11 Inverted NO. 51 
TEE?ERATURE -97.60°F CELL VOL. ---
THERJ\iIOCOUPLE, MV. 10. 00 RES:~RVOIR TEr:IP. 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Voiume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb ./sq.; Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in, gage in. abs. 
21 dry 0 
116 dry a 
206 dry 0 
412 dry 0 07 dry O· 
502 4·.32 
iii 4. 18 !~ .13 
652 4.00 
714 3.55 18 
769 Single Phase 100 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDE~:TIPICATION "A'' CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. G 
TELI:?ERATURE -102. 92°F CELL VOL. 13. 7ml. SEP VOL.4 • .?~.12:t 
THERI:IOCOUPLE, l:IV. l0.366 RESERVOIR TELP. 102°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid, Voiume z 
Pressure Level in. Pressure iri cell Percent· 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb·./sq. · Liquid 
in .. gnge in, abs. 
,1,:. ,,, ·,, '. 
500 J~6 19 ....... -... 
If 5.8 .65 ---"" ---------It 9.6 122 0.921 tr 12.~ 164 --------rr 15. 21f Trace Trace 0.851 
" 19.4 264 Trace Tr::1ce -------rr 22.0 301 Trace Trace -------" 2c· , ~?6 0.20 1.2 0.765 .:;> • .L. _,I..) " 27. 7 36i o.f.o 1.2 -------rr 29·.8 1.5 t~8 0.4-0 -------rr 33.0 0.50 2.0 _...., ____ If 39.0 467 0.60 2.9 o.644 1000 J.2 467 0.60 2.9 
-------- I ii 6.8 517 0.80 i-5 --------if 11'.8 572 1.08 .5 -----If 15.4 601 1.38 9.0 -------fl 20.1 625 1.95 · 13.5 0.413 II 25·-i 646 2.76 20.0 --------ir 29. 658 3.50 2f5 --------!f 35.5 671 4.58 3 .1 -------II 38.0 675 5.10 38.2 0.285 II 3.0 675 5.10 (.8.2 0.285 lf 6.5 681 5.87 44.2 -----fl 10.6 685 6. 74. 51.2 -........... ,, 14.7 689 7.78 59.3 ,.. ______ II 19.4 694 9.00 69.3 0.220 " 21.2 695 9.42 72.5 ------..-II 22-.4 698 9.90 76.5 --- ... --II 2i.4. 699 10.30 79.6 -.-------rt 2 ·.1 699 10.76 83.3 -------rr 27.2 700 11.00 85.0 ------ ... II 28.7 702 11.43 88.6 0.195 rr 30,.4 703 11.90 92.3 -----If 31.8 704 12.34 95.7 --- ...... If 33.0 705 12.70 98 .2 0.185 II 3{6 707 13.00 99.3 O .185 " 3 .3 71i 13.30 100 0.183 rr 35.2 71 Nono Visible 100 -------
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ORIGINAL D.1:1.TA 
GAS lDENTIFICATION "A" CELL TYPS 1/2" Strt NO. G 
T.2:LiPERATURE -119.,53°F CELL VOL.1J.7ml. SEP VOL.4.1Jml. 
THETII.IOCOUPLE, I.W .11.48 RESERVOIR TEMP. l06°F 
Reservoir l.Iercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb ./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
7{?0 3.7 27 0 0 --------5·.6 62 Trace Trace o.701t If 7.6 118 Trace Trace 0.83 II 9.7 161 Trace Trace 0.874 " 11.9 210 Trace Trace ...... ---" 1i.3 252 Tr:1.ce Tro.ce -----" 1 .2 278 0. 1.0 o.845 rr 13 .2 312 0. 2~:• 1.6 . o.·696 " 21.4 354 0 ·f~· 2.1 ------If 23.9 i8o 0 • .z~ 2.7 0.610 If 26.2 08 . 0 3·.5 . .. -------" 29·.2 430 o. 6·:~ 4-3 0.546 if 32.6 452 o·. 75~~ 5-~ ______ ,.. If 35.6 472 1. 18~:• 7. g:Mi II 38.2 fr79 1. 35~~ 8. If 3.5 79 1. 35~~ 8.6 0.446 ii 5.9 486 1.55 1.0.2 -----,, 8.5 495 1.80 12.2 0.399 II 11.9 502 2.10 14.3 ---------It 1.5.2 ?.09 2.45 17 .1 · 0.350 II 
rt 
. 19.2 517 2~90 20.5 ........ 
22.8 521 3.30 23.6 0.305 ff 26.5· 525 e. · 73 27.0 ,, --. ........ 
II 31.9 ~29 .27 31.0 _...., ___ ,... 36.5 533 4.99 36.6 0.247 fl J.6 533 4.99 a6.6 0.247 fl 
z· 4 535 5.88 3.5 
__ .., ___ 
" 1 :o 538 6.65. 49.5 0.209 If 23.4 §frt 7.60 57.2 rt -----.--
ii 
28 • .5 8.30 62.7 --------
" 
34·.o 5fr5 9.00 68.o 0.172 
II 3.6 M 9.00 68.o 
___ .., ___ 
10. 10.00 76.1 ------II 19.8 51P9 11.20 84.9 0.149 II 
rr 24.0 550 11.90 90.5 -------
If 
26.7 551 12.25 9J.O, 0.141 
" 
28.9 552 12.58 . 95.2 -----
It 
29.8 553 12.70 96.0 -----
II 31.0 553 12.96 97.1 0.136 
If 31-i ,ii 13.08 98·.5 _____ _. 31. 13.20 99.8 0.136 
~· .~ Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION ''Au CELL TYPE J/2 11 S~rt NO. , . 
TEMPERATURE. -139.3u.°F CELL VOL. 13~7ml. SEP VOL.4~3ml 
THERl.IOCOUPLE, MV. 12. 76 RESERVOIR TEI•;IP~ i00°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pres,sure Level in: Pressure in cell Percent 
lb ,/sq •. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid -
in~ gage in. abs. 
5do 3!0 30 0 --- ..... II 515 · 72 Trace Trace 1.000 " 9.3 122 Trace Tt>o.ce .. -· .... 1116 " 11.0 14i Trace rr 12.6 16 . Trace Trace 0.842 TrRce --~---' n 14. 7 o. 192 o.4 0.797 If 17.0 21.5 0. 0,5{Z- · II o.8 o.15i 22.6 268 0. 23-:} 1.6 0. 71 ,, 25.6 290 0. 30-:z-" 2.1 0.577 29.7 313 o.68 3.4 ------rt 35.7 337 0.90 " 5.1 0.525 2.6 337 o.lo 5.1 0.525 11 24.9 363 1. 0 ,, 2.28 10.8 0.330 25.8 373 16.0 -----II 31.6 376 2.68 19.2 ....... ___ " 38.2 381 3.10 ,, 22.5 0.279 2.8 381 G.10 22.5 0.279 If 28·.o 387 .19 · 31.2 ------II 33.2 390 5.30 " 4o.o 0.196 if 2.8 390 5.30 40.0 0.196 18.8 39i 6.Go 49.5 .....,_ .. __ If 32.2 T. 6 ff 396 57.2 e.153 
rr 2.3 39 7.46 57.2 -------16.1 397 8.50 65.3 · --- ... --ii 24.3 397 9.15 If 70·.5 ,__ _____ 
if 34.1 399 9.90 76.5. 0.123 
" 2.6 ?_99 9.90 76.5 -------.-
" 11.4 ,.00 10.56 81.6 ._. __ --i,_ 
II 19.7 400 11.15 86.4 ------30.0 LtOl 11.92 92·.5 0.105 11 J.5 i.01 11·. 92 II 92.5 ... _____ 
II 8.8 401 12.35 96.0 ____ .., 
II 12 •. i t.2i 12.65 97.8 --------lJ. 12.80 68.5 0.101. if 27.0 418 1~one Visible If 1 0 0.0975 28.0 444 Single ?hase 100 0.103 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA . 
GAS IDSrJTIPICATION 11 A11 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt NO' 15 
TJMPER1-1.TU11.D::. -140.06°F CELL V0L.ll.80mi..SE? V0L.3.?ml; 




































Filled to 12 Psig at 80°F 
Lower Left Jerguson Gage 
21.7 






















i.o .8 .3 
Upper Left Jerguson Gage 
3.4 
10.5 
16 . .5 

























392 5.11 61.4 
392 5.89 70.1 
394 6-.70 81.1 
395 7.50 91·.1 
398 8.00 97.7 
398 8 .45 99-·.5 


















* Read with agitator ball raised above the· interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDj~NTIFICATION 11 A11 CELL TY?E 1/2" Strt NO. G 
T~l.IPER11TURE -169.29°F CELL VOL. 13.7ml. SEP VOL.4.3ml 
TI-L3itUOCOUPLE., MV. 14.59 RESERV~HR T ~HP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level irt Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. - Liquid. 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 13 Psig at 73°F 
500 ? 4 ... - dry -----._. If 6.3 77 Trace Trace 0.950 It 10.2 119 0. Qi} 0.7 0.823 II 14.5 1.57 0 13,~ 1.2 0.719 rr 20.2 187 0. 36~:• 2.5 6.589 fl 28~9 198 o·.55 3.9 o.l13 rt 29.5 206 1.06 6~5 o. 21 
if 34.2 208 1.28 8·~ 1 d.361 II 38.7 212 1:57 10·.5 0.321 
1000 2.2 212 l~.57 10;5 0.321 11 9.5 213 1.94 13.5 0.225 ii 
II 
20.1 210 2.55 18~3 0.160 
24•.9 218 2.89 20.7 0.136 ii 38 .1 219 J.65 26.7 jf 0.10 
II 3~9 219 t~i 26.7 0.106 ii 9~7 219 ri4• 0 0.0950 
II 18 ·a 221 .5.71 43.0 b,0835 27. 221 6.86 51.8 o.01r=> i: 38.1 222 8.17 62.5 0.06 8 ii 2.2 222 8.17 62.5 0.0648 II 26.0 223 11.2~ 87.0 0.0510 II 
rr 30.1 223 11.7 91.0 0.0493 
rt 36.6 225 12.70 98.0 0.0470 
II 9.5 225 12. 70· . 98.0 0.0470 
II ·11.5 229 12.88 99.0 0.0473 38.5 None Visible 100 ---------
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA . 
GAS IDENTIFICATION 11 A11 CELL.TY1'E 1/211 Strt FO. G 
Tsr,:.?=:GRATUJg -198. 90°F CELL VOL. 13. 7ml. SEP VOL. 4. 3ml 
























































































































































































+ Agitator of the mixture in the cell could not be effected 
above this level because the agitator jamme_d. 
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ORIGHTAL DATA 
GAS IDEi?TIFICATION A?00/770 CELL TYPE 1/2", Strt NO~, 25 
T~TIPERATUHE -59~80°F CELL VOL,,11.inil SEP VOL.3~9ni: 



























in cell Percont 
.Liquid 




































































* Road with.agitator ball raised·above the interface. 
Upper ~ew pt. Density= 0.01056 gm mols/ml. 
= 0.2033 gms./ml. 
ORIGIEAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A?00/770 
TEMPERATURE -79.6/+°F 
THER1'.IOCOUPLE, MV. 8. 74-
129 
CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25 
CELL VOL. 11.1ml SEP VOL.3.9: 
RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury . .EquiJ.:ibriun1 - Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Per•cent · 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 15 Psig at 70°F 
12~0 2.3 22 dry 0.970 
II i-5 1i8 Trace o.858 .6 2 l Trace o.854 II 10.9 · 456 0. 07-l~ 0.3 II 0.770 14.7 596 O .17-1: .1.0 o. 692 . II 20.0 7fr5 0. 30-l~ 2.~ 0.602 If 26.a 8 3 o. 60 4. 0.478 II 31. 946 0.79 7.0 o.45~ " 36.5 1002 1.00 10.0 0.40 II 6.o 1002 1.00 10.0 o .L~o4 II 9.6 1oi8 0.67 5.1 rr 0.375 
II 
10 l 0. 30-11- 2.3 -----
JI 
10.6 lQ~ dry 0 o·.367 
14r 7 1119 dry 0~356 
" Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. "''° 
Upper DeV:f pt. Density= • 01118 gm.- mo 1 s • /ml • 
= • 2152 gms./ml • 
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ORIGINAL DATA . 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A700/770 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt NO. 25 
TEJ1iPERATURE ... 89.68°F CELL V0L.11.lml SEP VOL~3.9ml 





































































































































9.2 950 4.30 54.3 
9.2+ 950 None Visible None Visible 
Cooled to 9.70 mv (-93.26°F) 
9.2+ 936 •4.6o ss.o 
Cooled to 9.79 mv (-94-56°F) 
10.0 931 5.6 
-i:- Read with a gi tat or ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A?00/770 CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE -l00.52°F CELL VOL.11.lml SEP vo1.3.9m1 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 10.20 RESErWOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir L1ercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Prr~ssure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
1250 10·.6 
II 10.6 21 dry 0 
II 12.1 16~ Trace Trace II 13.8 Trace Trace 
ii 16-. 7 2'77 Trace Trace 
II 20.8 344 0 .10~~ 0 .5 
11 25.0 519 o.25~z. 1.9 
If 29·.4 608 0.37% 3.1 
11 33.3 666 0 • .5.5~z. 5.2 
tf 37.0 708 O .78,'" 8.1 ,, 39.2 719 o. 88~} 9.6 
Reservoir Refilled 
rt 20.9 719 o. 88,} 9.6 
II 25.3 755 1.31 14.5 
rr 31·.8 791 1.i1 23.0 II 36.2 825 2. 5- i5-5 II 39.0 839 3.40 2.7 
Reservoir Refilled 
rr 3.6 839 a-40 1.(.2.7 If 7.8 857 • .50 57 .o· 
i! 9-i 862 4.90 62.6 II 11. 871 5.90 76.5 
II 1if.·2 879 6-. 90 89.7 n 1 .o 880 7.38 96.i rr 14.4 882 7·.60 98. 
II 1~ .• 7 881t 7.80 99.2 
ii 14.9 88 }!one Visible 100 
.. 
'i\' Road with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS ID:SNTIFICATION A700/770 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 strt NO. 25 
TEi-:[PERATURE -119.53°F C2:LL V0L.11.lml SEP VOL.3.9ml 


























































































* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Bubble pt. Density = 0.01685 grn. mols ./ml. 

















(}AS IDSNTIFIC:\TION A?00/770 CELL TYPE l/2n Strt NO. 25 
TEI'IPEnATUR;.; -149.26°F CELL V0L.11.lml SE.P V0L~3-9ml 
THI~RHOOOUPLE, lW •. 13.38 RESERVOIR TEMP. l00t>F 
-
Reservoir Hercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Per·cent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 13 Psig at 75°F 
750 2.0 17 dry 0 0.956 It 10.0 202 0 .13~~ 0.9 0.732 11 20.5 339 0.58 4.3 o.c:33 ff 29.0 380 1.06 . 11.0 o.~02 " 38.0 L~o6 1.64 19.5 0.318 rr 2.0 ~.06 1.64 19.5 0.318 If 15..2 4;:1 2.60 -~2.0 0.245 If 26.2 446 ti~ 1i;•5 _ ......... If 3[?.o 457 5 ·.o 0.176 If 2.0 4--'7 4.41 $6.o 0.176 II 10.3 466 5. 10 65.2 .. -----II 20 .• 1 47t 5~90 76.5 0.145 rr 30.0 48 6.74 87.8 ------II J~.o 488 7.50 97.8 .. 0 .124 If 3.0 488 7.50 97.8 0.124 rr 6.o 489 7.90 .. 99.5 0.121 if 12.0 744 Single Phase 100 0.177 
~\ .. Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Bubble 9t. Density= 0.01895 gm. mols./ml. 
= 0.3648 gms./ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A?00/770 CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE· . -199·.64°F CELL V0L.11.lml SEP V0L.3.9m1 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 16.31 RESbRVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 25 Psig at 70°F 
1000 5.3 21 Trace Trace 0.937 
II 6.3 52 Trace Trace o.866 II 8.5 100 o·.171~ 1·.0% 0.696 If 11.c.; 121 o·. 38~: J.2 o.444 rr 15."6 1~4 0.77 7·.8 0.303 II 19.6, 1 3 1.09 11.2 ------ti 23.9 151 1.44 16.3, 0.190 II 30.1 159 1.92 24.2 -----II 34.8 165 2.30 28·.o ............ if 39.1 170 2.63 32.8 0.118 If 2.9 170 2.63 t2.8 Q.118 If 10.1 176 3.20 o.o --------,, 18. 7 181 ~-93 i9.7 0.086 If 27.9 187 .73 0.4 -------it 39.0 192 5 .62 72.9 0.064 rt 1(3.9 192 S.62 72.9 0.064 If 28.0 196 6.42 83.6 -----II 36-.0 199 7.08 92.1 _,... _ _._ rt 39.0 ·200 7.32 95.5 0.052 ,, 11., 200 7.32 95.5 0.052 " 11. 200 7.52 95-.5 -------ft lJ. 200 7.56 98.2 0.051 II 15.6 202 8.5 100 0.050 " 18.8 467 Single Phase 100 0.113 
., .,, .. Read with agitator ball raised above the interface • 
Bubble pt. Density= 0.02314 gm. mols./ ml. 
= 0.4~_54 gms ./ ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA. . 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A700/84o CELL TYPE l/2~Strt NO. 25 
TEHPERATURE -7 9. 91 °F CELL VOL .11. 1ml. 33F VOL. 3. 9ml 
TH3REOCOUPLE, MV. 8. 76 RESERVOIR PRESSURE 1300 
R3SE?\VOIR TEEP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure L0vel in Pros sure in cell Per cent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lh./sq. .Lfquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Pilled to 25 Ps ig at 70°F 
1300 3.6 ii dry 0.938 T1,,ace -------7 .L~ 218 Trace 0.725 
414 0 .1i-::• 1.4 --- ... ----ll~. o 522 0 .1 -::- ., ,-J 0.683 J... ;'.:) 
670 0. 20-:~ 1.6 -----21.9 785 O. 29-:~ 2 • .5 o.5EJ7 
901 o. 37~;~ 3.7 ------30.1 971· 0 .42~i' 4.4 ------
3L~.4 1oi4 o .49~~ 5.2 ' 0 -457 io 5 0 .49-:~ t·2 
__ ,... ___ 
38.0 1100 0 .4 71~- .9 o.!~28 20.6 1100 0. 4 7~} 4.9 o.428 
1124 0-.41~( 4.2 -------23.7 1143 0. 35~( -,. 4 0.407 ;; . 1152 o·. 21~( 2.5' ------•--- 1169 ·o .17~~ 1 • .5 -~ ... --26.6 1191 dry 0 0.392 Cooled to 10 . .5e mv (-J.04. 91 °F) 
Reservoir refilled to 11.7 & 1000 Psig 
1000 11.7 934 2.77 l4.s 0.299 11.~-. 7 9.5 a-30 1·.2 ------18.3 971 .55 58.2 0.276 
971 l.~ .10 51.8 ... ___ ,.. 
972 0 2. 70 33.5 --------972 Single ?hase · 0 -----Cooled to J0.60 mv (-106.J7°F) 
960 5.5 71.1 
960 6.8 88 .,5 
Cooled to 10;70 mv ( -107. 84 °F) 
949 5.5 71.1 
952 5.9 .16:5 
·952 7.2 94.0 
952 Single Phase 100 
* Read with agitator ball raised above interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A?00/840 CELL TYPE l/2''strt HO. 25 
TET:I.BERA11URE · -99.78°F CELL VOL. 11 •. lml. SEP VOL.3.9:; 
THEHI'!IOCOUPLE, Lfv. 10 .15 REcFmVDIR, PRESSURE l,~.50 
RESERVO!R TEMP. 100°F 
Hes0rvoir Liercury Equilibrium L-iquid Volume z 
:'.:ressure Level in Pressure in cell Perc,~mt 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 25 Psig at 80°F 
3.7 27 dry 0 0.929 
73 Tr~ace '11race -... ----· 6.6 165 Tr,o.ce Trace 0/763 9.7 315 0 .12~~ ·0.9 0.785 16.3 5~.3 0. 23-~i" 1.5 o. 6L~3 24.1 728 0 .4 71~ L~ .1 ------.31.1 n~4 0.95 9.5 o.448 O_; 
38.1 910 1.h9 16.9 0.385 
2.9 910 1.49 16.9 0.385 · 
7 .4 949 2.00 23.9 _____ .., ~. 
11.5 982 2.54 31.5 0.329 
990 2.70 33.5 ____ .... 
999 2.40 29.3 ------
1001 None 0 --~-~ 
15.1 1016 None 0 0.313 
,. Read v1ith agitator ball raised abovo the interface • .. ,,-
u. D. P. = 0.01197 g. mol/ml. = 0.2387 g./ml. 
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onIGDTAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A700/840 CELL 'I1YPE l/2T1Strt. NO. 2,5 
TELIPERATURS -110. 24 °F CELL VOL.11. lml. SEP VOL. 3. 91 





iVIe1"lcury Equilibrium· Liquid 
Level in Pressure in cell 
Reservoir lb./sq. 








































































Read i7ith agitator ball raised above the interface. 















Gi~S IDENTIF±CATION A700/84o CELL TYPE 1/2 11 St1.,t NO. 2$ 
TEiiPER1~TUIE~ · -129.80°F CELL VOL.11.lml. S-2P.V0L.).9r.. 










Pressure in cell 
lb./sEl_. 
in. abs. 


























































724 744 744~ 
752 
~54 
821 Single Phase 100 
•'" Read vii th agitator ball raised above the interface. 















GAS IDENTIFICATIONA700/840 CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO~ 25 
T3HPERl1TURE ·-159.92°F CELL VOL.llilml. SEP VOL.J.91. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV, 14. 03 RESERVOIR TELIP .• 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pre·ssune in cell Percent 
lb~/sq. Reservoir lb./sq. . Liquid 
in, gage iin. abs. 
Filled to 25 Psig at 6.5op 
1000 6.1 27 Trace Trace 1.07' 8.2 
1il 
Trace Trace 0.81 
10.7 0 .13{:• 0.9 0.744 14.4 250 0. 23~i' 1.9 0.647 
18 .9 309 0 .44~~ 4.0 ------· 
24.8 3.54 1.00 10.2 0.407 
31.3 as4 1 • .50 17.0 .............. 38.0 10 2.10 25.2 0.274 
3.8 4-10 2.10 25.2 0.274 
11.3 fr34 2.82 f ·o 0.233 20.8 57 3.79 7.8 O .197 . 
30.0 474 . 4.80 1.1 ... _ ...... _ 
37.7 487 5.59 72,2 o·.150 
3.1 487 5.59 72.2 0.150 
11.2 499 6~50 84.5 0.136 
17.5 507 7.19 93.8 .......... ---
19.6 509 7.47 97.4 0.125 
21.3 510 7.73 99.0 0.123 23.5 634 Single Phase 100 0.149 
. ,~r Read with agitator ball raised above the interface • 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIPIC.1TION A?00/840 CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO. 25 
'11.EMPERATURE -199·.64°F CELL VOL. 11.lrnl.SEP VOL.3.9n. 
THERNOCOUPLE, MV. 16.31. RESERVOIR PRESSURE 1000 
RESERVOIR.TEI-IP. 100°F 
Reservoir I..1ercury Equilibrium Liquid; · Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pre·s sure in cell Pe~cent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb ~/sq. Liquid 
in. gage , ini gage 
Filled to 16 Psig at 70°F 
1000 1.9 §~ Trace Trace 0.797 Trace Trace· ~- .... •~- -~ 
8.0 123 Q.23% 1.9 .0.4.81 
15.0 152 o.86 ·s.o 0.278 
20.2 169 1.23 13.5 --.. -•111-,~ 
26.2 179 1.72 21.1 0.176 
30.1 186 2.05 24.5 ---· ...... 
34.1 191 2.38 29.0 -----•'· 
39.0 198 2.74 31~. l 0.+27 · 
2.0 198 2.74 t4.1 ._.., ___ --10.0 212 ?•38 2.1 ---------18.1 224 .06 51.4 _ 0 .100 
26.0 233 ~·-73 60.1 ---.-~--32.0 2,8 5.21 67.0 ------
39.0 2 5 5.80 ?.5._l 0.079 
2 .. 0 245 5.80 75.1 o_.079 
7.0 251 6.25 61.3 
.. _____ 
13.0 254 6.75 87.8 --.--.--
17.0 257 ?'.12 92.9 .0.069 20.0 259 7.38 96.2 . ------23.0 262 7.78 99.2 0.066 
28.0 699 Single Phase 100 0.169 
~} Read ~ith agitator ball raised above the interface. 
B. P. = 0.02376 gm mol/ml. = 0.4738 gm/ml. 
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O.JIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDEJ:TTIFICATIOE A700/940 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt lTO. 2.5 
~rE:.;.P3Ri .... TUnE -79. 91 °F CELL VOL.11. lml SE? VOL .3 .-9ml 
TE7£~UIOCOU?LE, I:IV. 8.76 RE.S3nVOIR T~I:IP. 100°F 
neservoir Eercury Equi1ibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pr3ssure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid 
1.n. gage ih. abs. 
. Filled to 17 P$ig at 81°F 
1250 2,2 24 dry 0 1.017 fl 94 Trace T:bace _ .... , .... rt 9.0 381 Trace Trace 0.840 !t 475 0 .10~:.- 0.7 ............... rr 1.5.0 628 0. 141( 1.0 0.737 II 6l.t6 0.18 1.2 ........... -·· 11 22.0 849 0.23 1.6 ·0.640 II 942 0.28 2.2 ------•'h II 30.0 lOL~S 0.29 2.2 0.556 fl 34.o 1128 0.30 2.4 0.520 fl Ji~·. o 1128 0.30 2.4 ------•--.. rr 38.0 1205 G.80 2.0 0.494 II 20.0 1205 0.26 2.0 -... -.... _ ii 23.0 1266 0.16 1.0 o.476 ii 1287 0.13 o. 9 · -----.r 25.0 . 1306 0 .12 . 0.8 o.467 
--~~ Rend ·iii th agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Run terminated because of hazard of high pressure. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDEHTIFICATION A?00/940 CELL TYP:3: 1/2'1 Strt NO. 25 
T:C:F?ER.A~l1UliE~ -99. 78°"F CELL VOL.11. lml SEP VOL. J. 9ml 
TIE~RII0G0UPLE, IvN. 10.1,5 R:=:SERVOIR TEEP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pres sur~e Level in Pres sure in cell ?e1~cent 
lb·./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Fillea to 27 Psig at 78°F 
1250 2~0 26 dry .• 0 0.856 II 15.2 574 o·.1e?~ 1.1 0.671 II 26-• .5 a4c: 0 },2.,~ 3.9 o.G-2?. • 'i" " :r 3.S.3 1024 O. 7 3?~ 7.5 0 .. 24-II 2·.o 1024 O. 73~~ ·7"-.5 ---•., -~ .. -ii 7.6 1091 0. 60•~ r' 9 0.388 If 1119 0. 50•:~ 4:7 ---·-· -·• II 11.0 11?.6 . 0.J0·~~ 2.5 0.373 ,r lly.L. 0. 20~~ 1.5 ---r•••11,.. 
~( Read with agitator ball raised abov-.:3 the interface. 
Bath too cloudy for further observations. 
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ORIGETAL DATA 
GA .. S IDE. FTI. l.i1ICATION A700~940 CELL TYPE 1/211 Strt NO. 25 
TEi.:?SR/:.TU:t£ -110.2 °F CELL VOL.11.lml SE? VOL.3.91111 
T!IERMOCOU?LE, I.IV. 10.8 RESERVOIR TF~l'.IP •. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell - Per~cent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 18 Psig at 76°F 
1250 ~o.6 21 Trace Trace 
II ....... 89 Trace Trace 
11 23·,5 172 Trace Trace 
II 27.2 333 0. 10~:- 9~5 
II 32.4 505 0 .20~~ ·1.3 
II 38·.1 652 0.40 2.1 
II 2·.o 652 0.40 2.1 
rt 11·.2 830 0.72 6.1 
II 16.9 898 1.00 10.l 
II 2h-.8 962 1.l}o 22·.1 
ii 32.0 1009 1.86 22.7 
ii 32.2 1012 dry 0 
-;~ Read ·:ri th agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Upper Dew Point Density= 0.0135 g. moles/ml. 
= 0.2801 grams/ml. 
z 





--- -· .,.,,.J 
o.-486 
0.427 
0.36\ ______ _. 
_0.320 
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ORIGINAL DATA . 
GAS IDENTIFICATION A700/940 CELL TYPE l/2tt Strt NO. 25 
TEEPERATURE -119. 83 °F CELL VOL.11.1 ml SE? VOL. 3. 9m~ 
~rH:SREOCOUPLE, ""f:rv. 11.50 RESERVOIR TEi.IP. 100°F 
Rosorvoir IIorctir~r Equilibrium Liquid .Volume z 
PJ'.10S SUl-.0 tov0l in Pr.:rssure in cell Porcont 
lb./sq: Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filiod to 23 Psig at 78°F 
1000 2.7 27 dry 0 1.04( 
11 --- 64 Trace Trace ____ ..,... __ , 
fl 5.0 114 0 .10~'" 0"5 o. se J 
rr 7.9 217 0 .15~'" .1.0 0 .815: 
II 12.5 35ft O .-16-;:- 1.0 0.728 rl 18:,-1 50, 0. 24~~ 1~9 o. 6;;~ 24.~ / r ii 017 O. 38~'" 3.2 0.577 
11 30.1 699 0.68 s.~1 ------
II 38.0 7,31 1.02 10·.6 0 .-4~-3 
Tl 3.0 781 1·.02 10.6 - ...... -... 
II 9.2 835 1-.1~_3 16.1 ·-----
II 15.1 881 1.92 23.1 0.367 
11 21.0 924 2.60 32.1 ---- .... --
II 24.0 942 3.01 · a1.1 0.328 
II ------ 91.f 3.39 2.2 
.., _____ 
rr 3.70 46.5. 90 -------
II 28.0 967 , .• 90 49.5 0.314 
ii 979 .69 59-5 ......... ___ 
II 30-.3 979 4.65 59.0 0.307 
II 30.3 979 dry 0 
,.. ____ 
Cooled to 11.75 1!'.lV (-122.65) 
9ri9 s·.20 66. 6 
9-~7 6.20 80.5 
951 7.19 93.8 9,-J J Single Phase 100 _)~") 
-;} Road ·~"Jith agitator b~ll rnised above the interface. 
Upper Dew Point Sat. Density = 0.0135 gm mols/ml. 
= 0.2801 gms/ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTI~1ICATION A 700 /940 CELL TYPE 1/2 n -Strt EO. 25 
TBEPERJ-~ TURE · -129·. 80°F CELL VOL.11. lml SEP VOL. 3. 9ml 
TH~RitiOCOUPLE, MV. 12 .1_5 RES.2!RVOIR TEI:i?. 100 °F 
Reservoir I1Iercury Equilibrium Liquid . Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell · PePcont 
lb./sq. Reservoir lh./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 12 ?.s ig at 70°F 
1000 2.1 16· dry 0. o.865 
II --- 53 Trace Trace ~-------
II i-3 102 Trace Trace 0.855 fl .8 25i 0. os~~ ·0.4 0.803 II 14·.8 i~o 0. 20-;~ 1.3 . 0.677 
II 20.L~ 516 o.46 2·.8 o.G6o " 30·.2 639 O. 90 • 8.7 o. 9 
II 37.8 701 1.ho 15.7 0.401 
ii 2·.o 701 L~.O 15.7 ~~---
IT 15.9 782 2.86 iU 0.318 11 25.0 828 4·.32 . O. 283 
ii 29.5 5.27 67.7 -- .... --
11 34.1 6 .L~6 84·.o __ ,.. __ 
II 37.5 875 7.i~9 97'.5 0.244 
II 1.7 875 7·.i9 . 97.5 ------,, 2.2 876 7'. 4. 9G -~ ---....--
II 2.6 876 a.ss 100 Q .• 241 
·=~ Road with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Bubble Point Density= 0.01644 gm mols/ml. 
0.3411 gms./ml. 
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. ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDEETIFICATION A?00/940 CELL TYPE 1/21t Strt N0.·25 
TS:IPE~ATURE -159.92°F CELL V0L.lLlml SEP V0L.3.9ml. 
TH.~REOCOUPLE, IN. lh 03 RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir I:10rcury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Lev0l in Pressure in cell P0rc0nt 
lh./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. go.ge in. nbs. 
Filled to 23 Psig at 70°F 
1000 2.5 23 Trace Trace o.i64 
II 13.6 a_12 o·. 2s~~ 2.1 o. 19 ,, 23.6 26 o·.93 9,0 o.4~6 
If 30.8 L,68 1.50 17.0 0.3 2 r 
ii Jfr. 2 .507 2.10 25.3 0.30_9 
II 2.1 507 2.10 25.3 ---------
fl 10.1 iig 2.88 35.8 0.267 11 2J.2 4.38 55.4 0.215 
it 30.3 587 5. 24 67.5 0.197 
II 3e.1 604 6.19 80-.2 0.180 
II 2.0 604 6.19 80-.2 ___ ..,_ -
ii 10.3 619 7.30 95.2 0.165 ,, 13.6 635 Singl0 Phase 100 0.162 
~:- Roo.d with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Bubble Point Density= 0.01892 gm. mols/ml. 
= 0. 3926 gms/ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION ,A7ob/940 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt NO. 25 
TEI1I?ERATURE -199.64°F CELL VOL.11.lml SEP VOL.3.9ml 
TI-I3RMOCOUPLE, MV. 16.31 RESERVOIR TEE?. 100°F 
Reservoir 7·:ercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
P1--·es suro Level in P1..,cssure in cell ?crcent 
lb ./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Lieµ id 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 27 ?sig at 75°F 
1000 2.0 1~6 Trace Trace 1.303 rr 8·.o 0. 25{~ 2.0 0.586 
II 15.4 203 o-. 77 6 .. 8 0.368 
II 28·.o 231 1.4i .16. 0 · 0.215 fl 30.2 251 1.7 22.0 ___ ,_,_ 
It 39,8 272 2.46 30.1 0.174 
II 2.0 272 2 J~6 30.1 
_____ .., 
(I 10.2 289 . J.10 38.5 0.152 
rt 18.0 302 i-73 47.0 
____ ...... 
II 2f0 311 .28 54.0 0.123 it 3 .o 319 5.10 65.3 _____ ._ __ 
It 39.8 325 5.54 71.7 0.104 
ii 2.0 325 5.54 71.7 -----
II 10.0 332 6.25 81.3 0.096 
ft 18.0 336 6.95 90.2 0.088 
rr 25.6 3t3 7.52 98 .o .... _ .. ._ II 25.6 3 3 7.54 98 .4 0.083 
" Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. ., ... 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION· "ABfJ CELL TYPE 1/211 Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE -79.91°ff CELL VOL.11.lml. SEP VOL.3.9ml 
THERMOCOUPLE, bIV.8.76 RESERVOIR PRESSURE 1250 
RESERVOIR TEMP. l00°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equ1.libri.um Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. .Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 22 ?sig at 75°F 
5.5 26 dry 0 0.916 
?~ dry 0 -----llo Trace Trace .. ._ --- -
8.9 200 Trace Trace 0.766 --- 29J Trace Tr>ace ___ ._._ .. 
12.1 4f6 Trace Tr»ace 0.759 --~-- L~J. 0012~( o.B -----..-
16.2 s2~ O.lf'" o·.9 0.696 20.8 t>6 0 .1 ~'" o·.9 o·. 621 · 25.6 774 O.lf( 1.0 0.533 
827 0 .1 ~~'" 0.9 -------32·.i 889 0. lJ{:• 0.9 0.44_9 34. 914 dry 0 0.436 
" 'i\' Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA . 
GAS IDENTIFICATIO}J ftAB" . CELL TYPE l/2'*Strt Nd. 25 
TEMPERATURE -97', ob °F CELL VOL. ll lnil. SEP vot. 3 . 9mL 
THERMOCOUPm , MV. 9, 96 RESETIVO!R PRES$URE .1000 
RESERVOIR TEr:lP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pre ·s sur·e , in cell Percent 
lb'./sq. Reservoir lb./sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 17 Psig at 72°F 
1.7 dry 0 0.992 
dry 0 --------:..- 125 dry 0 -·------
5.5 191 Trace Trace 0.615. 
211e Trace Trace -----10.1 Trace Trace 0.881 
lJ.6 Trace Trace , o. 768 
17·.8 561 0-.10{} 0.5 o·.682 
22·.o 639 o.2i 1·.1 o·.603 26-.8 701 o.~ 2.1 0.528 28.~ 716 o. 0 2.4 0.509 32·. 741t o·.48 t·· 5 0.452 33. 
;i6 
0.56 .3 0.439 
0.63 i-9 ------38·. 3 780 0.75 . 5 0.392 
2.0 780 O·, 75 6.5 0.392 
78i o·. 77 6.9 -----78 0·.80 7.2 ------
78 o·. 77 6-. 9 ---- ----
787 O·. 74 6.4 --------- 791 o·.67 ,.2 ---..----6.o 792 o·.58 ·.1 0.357 --- 794 0.39 2.1 -----6-. 8 79i Single Phase 0 0.351 11·. 7 81 Single Phase 0 0.320 
25.2 899 Single Phase 0 0.270 
i} Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "AB'' CELL TYPE l/2'1Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE -99.78°F CELL VOL~ll.lml. SEP VOL.J.9ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 10.15 RESERVOIR PRESSURE 1250 
RESERVOIR TEMP. l05°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibr:Uun Liquid : · Volume z 
Pressure Level in. Pressure in cell Per tent 
lb'./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. · tiquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 24 Psig at 88°F 
2.0 26 dry 0 0.936 
5.0 176 Trace Trace 0.811 
11·.o i29 0·. l0-i~ o·.6 o·. 730 18 .5 26 0 .17{} 1·.2 0-fJ 25·.1 713 o·. 39{} J.3 . o·. 55 
31·.9 755 . 0. 90{~ 10.0 0.389 
38.0 775 dry 0 0.311 
" Read with agitator ba11·raised above the interface. ,_. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "ABu CELL TYPE l/2"Strt N0.2,5 
TEMPERATURE ·-102·. 86°F CELL VOL.11. lml. SEP VOL. 3. 9ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 10.36 RESERVOin ·PRESSURE 1000 
RESERVOlR TEMP. 100°F 
ReseJ:lvoir Mercury Equilibr•ium Liquid Volumel u 
Pr·essure Level in Pressure in cell Pere eh 
lb./sq, Reservoir lh./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 21 Psig at 75°F 
1.7 26 dry 0 1.007 ... · .... 12t dry 0 -·------7.0 22 Trace Trace 0.813 
313 Trace Trace -----
12.1 ~91 o .10•:r 0. t5 ---------.. · ..... o·.11-:r 0~6 -----
16.9 sii 0-.12~} 0.7 'O, 648 
22.0 603 o·.19~r 1.2 ------
29.2 681 O. 39~r 3.3 0.467 
37,8 727 1.10 11.7 0.373 
2.5 727 1.10 11.7 0.283 
9·. 8 746 2. l. :: 26-.2 ------
14.8 753 ~-91 49.3 0.286 7.53 .30 5i-3 
_..., ___ 
75~ 4.63 5 .5 --------:..- 75• 5.33 68.5 ------
·15.8 754 1.05 91.9 · 0.277 
16.0 754 None Visible None Vis ibleO. 276 
.H, 
0 Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "AB" CELL TYPE 1/2"Strt NO, 25 
TEMPERATURE -112.30°F CELL VOL.11.lml. SEP VOL.).9ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 11. 00 RESERVOIR PRESSURE . 1000 
RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
, , , I, 
Mercury z RosorV-oir Equilibrium Liquid Volume 
Pr011ciUra t0vel in Pres sure in cell Percent 
lb ./sch Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
:1.ri. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 24 Psig at 81°F 
2.0 26 dry 0 0.955 
i~. 5 129 Troce Trace o.8,2. 
10.2 310 Trace Trace · 0.7 
16.3 367 0 .12{} o.8 0.491 
22·.o 561 0. 26{:• 2.0 o.t45 
29.5 t:>21 0.81 7.5 o. 30 
38.1 646 1.96 23.3 0.335 
3.2 646 1.96 23.3 0.,35 
10.3 657 ?t-20 40.0 o.26i 16.0 661 ~-33 54.8 0.23 
21.0 666 5-5~ 71.8 0.226 2.5, 0 668 6.5 85·.o 0.210 
28·.2 670 6.5 95.2 0.200 
29.8 673 6.59 100 0.195 
J~ 
" Rend with agitator bull raised abo.ve tho interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "AB" CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE · -149.91°F CELL VOL. 11.1ml. SEP VOL).9ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 13.42 RESERVOIR PRESSUTIE 1000 
RESERVOIR TEMP.100°F 
R0servoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Per·cent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq~ Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 22 Psig at 82°F 
2.3 26 dry 0 1.123 64 Trace Trace -----
4.8 117 Trace Trace 1.062 
8.9 231 0 14,)~ 0.9 0 • .741 .  ·" 
15.1 322 0.52 3.8 0.529 
22.8 340 1.24 13.9 0.339 
30.t 345 2.00 23.9 0.251 
38.2 3fr7 2.82 35.0 0.197 2.2 3 7 2.82 t·o o,1i1 10.0 3tt9 t•64 5.8 0.1 2 18.6 3 9 •t3 57,2 0.1336 26.3 351 5, 0 69.6 -------
32.0 351 5,99 77.6 0.1066 
38.0 351 6.59 85.8 0.0976 
3.7 351 6.59 8f.8 0.0976 
10.3 351 7.22 9 ,3 0.0892 
14.5 354 Single Phase 100 0.0855 
J,:• Reqd with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "AB" CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO~ 25,· 
T"SM:?ERATURE -199.86°F CELL VOL. 11.1ml. SEP VOL!J.9ml 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 16.32 RESERVOIR PRESSURE 1000 
RES8RVOIR TEMP. 100°F 










Pressure in cell 
lb ./sq. 
in. abs~ 
Filled to 28 Psig at 85°F 
1.9 22 dry 
6.2 105 0. 20~} 
16.3 112 1.11 
38.2 113 2.85 
2.4 11i 2.85 23.3 11 .• 50 










Run not completed because nitrogen supply was exhausted. 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB?00/800 CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE -99.78°F CELL VOL.11.lml SEP VOL.J.9ml 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 10.15 RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pregsure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb ./sq •. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid . 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 22 Psig at 75°F 
1000 2.6 27 dry 0 1.020 II 125 dry 0 --- ------rt 6.5 18.5 dry 0 0.853 It 262 Trace? Trace? ............ n 10.1 323 Trace Trace 0~832 
. " L~ll Trace Trace -------II 15.4 481 T:ra ce Trace 0.737 II 20.0 i94 0. l2i~ o.8 o.668 " 98 0 .13~~ 0.9 _ .......... _ " 30.2 770 0.1~~'" 0.9 o.i40 II 35.4 829 0 .1 1.0 o. 87. " 38.0 854 O.lH~ 0.1 o.462 
" 2.7 854 O.lH'" 0.7 0.462 
" 861 Trace Trace -----II 
5-~ 875 dry 0 0.438 11 11. 932 dry 0 0.398 
~c Read with agitator ball raised above the interface •. 
u. D. P. = 0.008297 g mol/ml. = 0.1503 g/ml. 
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. , ORIGINAL DATA . \ 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB700~800 CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25-
TEl.iPERATURE -110.2 °F CELL V0L.11.lml SEP V0L.J.9~ 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 10.8 RESERVOIR TEI':IP. 100°F 
neserv9ir Mercury; Equil~brium L~tiq.id, Volume z 
Pressure Level. in. Pr~ssure in cell Percent 
lb ~/sq. Reseriroi~ l~~/sq. Liquid 
in, gage ih, abs. 
11· ., ;' J 
Filled to 22 Psig at 80°F 
1250 2.0 25 dry dry 0.965 
" ta 140 dry dry 0.863 " 238 Trace Trace 0.825 
II 10.0 392 Trace Trace o·. 112 
II 15~0 547 Trace Tra·ce o.664 
If 20.0 659 0 .18~:~ 1.1 O.fl 
" 25.2 733 0 .Jl-3~ 2.6 0~ 87 
II 30.8 785 0.63 4.9 0.414 
ii 817 o-. 79 1-.0 -----·--
" 827 0 .49~~ 4.5 .... ___ 
" 832 dry 0 .---.-.---
,. 
-:.i" Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB?00/800 CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25 
rrEhiPERATURE . -113 ,51 °F CELL VOL .11. lml SEP VOL. 3. 9m: 
I!lV. 11.08 RESERVOIR TEI.IP. 100°F 
Reservoir Merbury · Eqtiilibti:i.utn · Liquid! Volume z 
Pressure Letre 1. iri Pressure ih dell Percent 
lb/sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 24 Psig at 76°F 
1000 14·.9 27 dry 0 o.iss 
II 17-i 127 Trace? Trace? o. 95 II 20. 249 Trace Trace 0.829 
" 26.0 407 Trace Trace 0.733 
II 32.0 546 0 .10~} o.6 ------
If 38.0 640 0. 20~~ ·1.4 0 • .553 
II 1·.6 640 0 .201} 1.4 -----
II 10.1 722 0 • .52 3.5 0.448 
II 15,i 757 0.80 7.2 0.398 II 20. 781 1.13 12.0 0.360 
" 24.9 801 1.40' 15.7 0.332 
II 807 1.46 16.4 ------II 808 1.16 12.s --·- ------II 810 o.66 4.0 ..., ____ 
It 27,5 811 dry 0 0.318 II 38.0 879 dry 0 0.282 
" 9i\" Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
u. D. P. = 0.01101 g. mol/ml. = 0.1994 gram/ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB?00/800 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt NO. 25 
T3MPERATURE '.-118~48°F CELL VOL.11.lml SEP vo1.3.9m: 
























I . . -
Ltquia in cell 
Filled to 25 Psig at 76°F 
8.3 26 dry 
114 dry ---
12.7 189 Trace 
18.2 l61 Trace 17 0 .10·~;-
24.1 503 0 .12~~ 
30.7 608 0. 24~~ 
38 .·o 677 0.63 
7.3 677 0.63 























0.734 -----o.6t o.t 6 o. 53 
0~453 _.;_ ___ 
0.326 -------·-----
0.285 
lt 30·.~ 30. 779 None VisibleNone Visible0.283 
i} Road with agita1:;or b~ll raised above the interrace. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIPICATION AB700/8bo CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25 
TEEPE!RATURE ~119~8.3°F CELL VOLJll.lml SEP VOL.3.9mJ 
THERMOCOUPLE, TIN. 11.50 RES:8RVO:i:R TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid. Vb1ur.1e z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq. Li(luid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 30 Psig at 77°F 
1000 2.0 31 dry 0 1.009 
fl 3.8 107 dry 0 0.950 
rt 6 .5 214 Trace Trace 0.900 
11 11.9 388 Trace Trace 0.792 
11 19.3 itt~ 0. 18~} · 2.1 0.635 ,, 28.0 o.64 4.9 0.498 
II 38.0 706 1.60 18.5 0:385 
" 2.6 706 1.60 18.5 0.385 II 12.3 740 r4 io.5 ------II 18.1 756 .84 · 1.9 0.284 
It 21.2 766 .09 78.8 
.. ______ 
II 23.5 770 7-.40 96.8 0.260 
II 23.7 770 7.55 98.4 -----II 23.9 771 Single Phase 100 0,2t8 II 31.0 838 Single Phase 100 0.2 2 
-?~ Read ~ith agitator ball raised above the interf'ace. 
B. P. = 0.01312 g. mol/ml. = 0.2376 grams/ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA I 1 • 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB?00/800 CELL 'l'YJ?E l/2n Strt NO. 25 
TEi':I?ER.ATURE ·; • 128. 25°F CELL VOL, 11.1ml SEP VOL. 3. 9mJ 




























' • } i 
Liquid in cell 
Filled to 23 Psig at 80°F 
2.7 
6.7 








































































* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB700/800 C,ELL TYfE,1/2.rt Strt NO. 25 
TELIPERATURE ~158.58°F CELL VOL,11,lml SEP vo1.3.9m: 

















































































































~:• Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
B. P. = 0.01919 g. mol/nil. = 0.3475 grams/ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB700/8oo CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt NO. 25 
TEl:iPERATURE -199.86°F CELL VOL.11.lml SEP vo1.3.9m: 










Pressur~ · in cell 
lb./sq, 
in. abs. 
Filled to 28 Psig at 85°F 
1000 2.0 22 dry? 
II 49 --- Trace II 6.2 119 0 .11 •~ 
rt 10.4 139 0 .4 7•~ II 
It 
16.4 157 1.02 
25.9 174 1.80 
IC 38.0 188 2.70 
II L9 TI:88 2.70 
II 15.1 202 G.1a " 28.4 211 .87 
If 38.0 215 5.64 It 30.7 215 5.6i " 38·.o 219 6.2 
II 15.G 219 6.26 · " 25. 223 7.01 
II 32.0 227 7.63 
If 32.7 227 Single Phase 






































GAS IDENTIFICATION AB 700/940 
TEMPERATURE -104.91°F 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 10.50 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium 
Pressure Level in Pressure 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. 
in. gugo in. abs. 
Filled to 20 Psig a.t 
1000 1~·9 25 
It 4~4 137 
It 8.5 291 
" 13.0 4hl rr 19.1 664 
II 25.5 735 
" 33.2 868 
II 38.0 934 n 10.0 934 
If 15.9 1009 
163 
C~LL TYPE 1/2'' Strt NO. 25 
CELL VOL.11.1 ml~SEP VOL.J. 
RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Liquid Volume z 
in cell Percent 
Liquid 
76°F 
dry dry 1,008 
Tro.ce? . Trace? 1.001 
Trace Trace 0.878 
Trace Tr.2ce o:aos 
Trace Tra.cc 0.717 
Trace? Trace? 0.631 
Trnce? T:naco? 
..., _____ 
Trace? Trace? 0.516 
Trace? TrJ.ce? -------
? ? 0.478 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB 700/940 
TEI.TPERATURE -119.83°F 
THERMOC OU?LE, Iv1V.. 11. 50 
CELT, TYPE 1/211 strt NO. 25 
CELL VOL.11.lml SEP VOL.3.91 





























Pressure in cell 
lb./sq. 
in. abs. 

















712 0. 18~'" 
774 0. 20·fr 
811 0 .21~'"· 
840 0 .18{} 
848 0 .12~~-
34 .4 854 dry 
Cooled to .~12 .15 mv (-129.80°F) 









821- Single Phase 
12.41 mv (-133.83°F) 


































* Read with agitator ball r1ised above the interface. 
Upper Dew pt. Density (-119.83°F) = .008829 gm mol~·ml. = 
. .1727 gms ml. 
Upper Dew pt. Density (-129.80°F) = .01108 gm mols ml.= 
.2167 gms/ml. 




GAS IDENTIFICATION AB 700/940 C.~LL TYPE 1/211 Strt rfO. 25 
TEM?ERATURE -1J0.,58°F CELL VOL. 11.lml.SEP VOL.J.9: 
TH::ERUOCOUPLE, I':IV. 12.20 RESZ,VOIR TEll?. 100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibriu~ Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell P0rcent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. go.ge in. abs. 
Filled to 25 }sig at 76°F 
1000 2.0 26 dry 0 0.964 
rr ~--4 119 dry? 0? 0.923 
II 8.0 236 'l1r2ce Trace 0.815 ,, .12.8 fi26 Trace Trace 0.625 II 16.6 i.73 0 .11~~ o.6 -------
If 24 .• 5 600 0.38 2.6 0.565 
:r 29.3 653 0.51 3.3 -------
II 38.3 723 1.05 11.0 0.415 
if 2.0 723 1.05 11.0 -----
It 8.2 · 7.57 1.63 19.2 ------
ii 14.0 788 2.30 28.0 0.334 
11 20.1 812 t.60 4.5.2 0.305 
II 21.4 817 .0.5 51.5 0.299 
II 21.4 817 Hone Visible None Visible ---
ft 28.3 d74 Single Phase Single ?hase-.284 
{~ Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Upper Dew pt. Density= .01261 gm mols/ml. 
= .2467 gms/ml. 
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ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB 700/940 CELL TYPE l/2"Strt N0.2.5 
TEMPERATURE -136.82°F CELL VOL.11.lml. SEP VOL. J. 

































in cell Percent 
Liquid 





















































































* Read with agitator bnll rciised above the interface. 
Bubble pt. Density= .01377 gm mols/ml 
- .2693 gms/ml. 
167 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDEHTIFICATI0N AB 700/940 CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt NO. 25 
T~IJPERATURJ: -149.91°F CELLVOL. 11.1ml. SEP VOL.3.9ml 
THERHOCOU?LE, MV~-: 13 .42 RESERVOIR TEIIP. 100°F . 
Reservoir Liercury Equilibrium. Liquid Volun1e z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb~/sq~ Liquid 
in. gugo in. abs. 
Filled to 24 l)sig at 80°F 
1000 2.0 25 dry 0 1.022 
It 6.o 162 0 .101:- o.6 0.8.59 If 10.0 195· 0. 10~~ o.6 o.sio II 17.2 426 0. 22~~ 1.8 o.6 8 
II 25.2 511 0. 701:- 7.1 0 • .503 II 30.3 .541· 1.2.5 1;3·. 9 -------rr 38.2 .578 2.05 24-.5 003.59 II 2.0 .578 2.05 24.5 ..., _____ rr 10·.o 611 ii.00 37.2 --------II 18.2 '636 .10 .51.8 0.269 II 2t, .• 0 654 5.03 64.4 ~-- ..... ii 30.0 669 6.08 78.8 0.229 II 3.5.2 682 7·.07 92·.1 0.216 ,r 20.0 682 7.07 92.1 -----~-ii 22.6 687 7-i9 97.5 -------:I 687 7 • .5 98. 9 ----.-11 23 . .5 695 Single Phase 100 0.209 
Read uith agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Bubble pt. Density= .016~3 gm mols/ml. 
= .3154 gms/ml. 
168 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION AB 700/940 CELL TYPE 1/21t Strt NO. 25 
TELl?ERA'I1URE 199.86°F CELL VOL 11.lml·S~? VOL.J.9ml. 
THZRlWCl)UPL~, IN. 16.32 RESERVOIR TEI:!?. 102°F · 
Reservoir }.1ercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
P1..,essur0 Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Roaorvoir lb ./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 31 Psig at B7°F 
1000 2.0 26 dry 0 1.057 
11 7.0 147 0. 13~~· 1.1 Or711 
,I 12.0 183 0.57 h.l o.449 
i? 22.0 225 1.21 13.2 Oe278 
,l 33.1 252 2.16 26.0 ---·----
ii 38.0 260 2 . .53 31.3 0.179 
If 2.0 260 2 . .53 t1.3 
.. ,... _____ 
ff 16.0 234 a-s9 5.0 0.141 if 23 .1 297 • 7~ 60.0 -------1r 33.4 30.5 6.1 79. 7 0.104 ,r 2.0 305 6. 1L~ 79.7 ------II 16.4 319 6-. 90 89.6 0.091 
ii 22·.3 · 325 7 .4-5. 97.2 0.087 ;r 25.2 325 Single Phase 100 0.084 
-?~ Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
Bubble pt. Density = .02225 gm mols/ml. 
= .4352 gms/ml. 
169 
. ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IVENTIFICATION 11 B11 CELL TYPE 1/2''Strt irn. 20 
'I'EMPERATURE ~39·.84°F CELL VOL. 10.2 ml.SEP VOL.J~9ml. 
















Filled to 8 Psig at 0°F Hg in Cell to 0,2* 
1200 6.8 19 dry 0 
II 9.9 213 Tr>b.ce Trace 
fl lf,5 408 Trace Trace fl l .• lfilt 0.25{'" 0.5 rt 18.2 0. 29{~ 0.9 
II 21.5 785 0. 34{'" 1.8 
ff 24.6 905 o .ili} 1.g 
rt 29.0 1052 o. 0 2.8 
" 31.0 1112 0.60 2.8 
" 3if. .1 1174 0.60 2.8 ,, 3 .5 1214 0.61 2.9 
z 










* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
170 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION 11 B11 CELL TYPE l/2"Strt N9. 20 
TEMPERATURE -59.80°F CELL VOL. 10.2 ml.SEP V0L.3.9ml. 
11HERMOC0UPLE, MV. 7.30 RESERVOIR TEMP. 100°F 
Reservoil., Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 17 Psig at 75°F 
1200 4.-.6 24 dl"Y 
" 7-~ 183 dry? 6? 11 9. 305 rr•race Trace 
II 11·.o t89 0. J.4{} LO :, 13.2 94 o·. 20J.} 1.3 
" 15-a ii~ 0. 1.6 " 17. 0 '.)9" 2.0 • C:. 'h .. 
" 20.9 790 o·.51 2.9 ,, 
2i·.3 892 0.60 3.8 
" 2 .2 996 o·. 70 · 5·.o 
" 30.4 1050 o·. 77 6.o " 32.4 1092 o·.80 6-. 7 
'' 311;·-4 1136 o·.87 7.5 rr 3 .4 1172 0~90 8.o 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interf0.ce. 
171 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION ":B" CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO. 18 · 
TEMPERATURE ,. -79.64°F CELL VOL.10.2m1. SEP VOL.3.7om1 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 8. 74 RES_ERVOIR TEMP .100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pr·easure Level in Pressur·e in cell Percent 
lb'./sq. Reservoir lb·./sq.·,. Liquid 
in. gage in. absL 
Filled· to 12 Psig at 76°F 
1000 5·. 0 20 · dry 0 o·. 990 
It 8·;3 166 dry 0 o·. 802 
If 10·~2 263 dry 0 0.837 
If 11·~2 288 Trace Trace -·--~-It 12·~3 • a40 1:I.1:race Trace 0.729 II 
11;/ 1 . 05 o·. 10?:• L3 _._ __ .:.,_ I( 1 ·,2 ~.82 o·.13{f L9 0.732 
II 17,9 533 o·. 16;" 2·.1 ---- .... II 19.7 588 o·.17.;'" 2·.4 o·. 674 
II 2J.O 674 o·. 24~} ff• 3 o·. 630 II 26-.2 750 o·. 30~'" ·• 0 0.593 II 28·.i T o·. 37~'" . 5.0 -----II 30·. 8 2 o·.60 ~-.1 0-.544 " JJ.O 8 6 o·.67 6.5 0.509 
" 35·.3 917 o·. 77 · 8·.5 --·------II 36-.6 936 o·.82 9·.5 o·.487 
II 38·.4 961 o·. 78{" 11·.o 0.l.+72 " 16.a 961 o·. 78{} 11.0 o·.L~72 It . 19·. 996 1.05 13.0 o·.4}_~6 
1150 26-.3 996 l'.05 13.0 0.41.i.6 It 29·.,3 1038 1·.23 15·. 0 -----. It 35.0 1107 1·. 70 21·.8 o·. 361 II 38.0 1145 2.08 27 .5 o·.3 7 
1250 2LO 11~.5 2·.08 27.t 0.367 II 22·.1 1156 2·.30 31. o·.359 It 22·.6 11.58 L82 2i.o 0.355 If 22·. 7 1160 1.32 1 .4 o·. 355 If 23.3 1164 Single 0 0.351 
Phase 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
172 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "B" CELL TYPE l/2''Strt NO. 18 
'11EMPERATURE· · -84·.69°F CELL VOL.10.2 ml. SEP VOL,3.?ml. 










































































o. 15~} 2 ~o 








1.38 17 .1 
1.62 20.5 
1.76 22.7 
L 76 22. 7 




None Visible None 
None Visible Visible 
Leaks were present in ap,aratus, invalidating density 
measurements. 
z 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
173 
! I ORIGINAt DATA . 
GAS IDENTIFICATION 11 B11 CELL TYPE l/2''Strt NO~ 18 . 
TEMPERATURE -89·.68°F CELL vo1.16·;2m1, SEP VOL.J~7mL 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 9.45 RESERVOIR TEMP.100°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pres,sure in cell. Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb·./sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in. ab$. 
Filled to 8 Psig at 75°F 
1000 i·2 -----fl 2 .1 ..; 743 0.59 4.5 Ot53 IC 31.7 831 o.88 10.5 o. 92 · 
11 38.0 909 1.30 16.0 . 0· •. 436 
1150 2.7 909 1.30 16.0 o·.436 
" 8.0 971 1.86 24.3 0.392 ti 12.1 1020 2.43 l3.o o·. 367 ti 16.1 1058 3.31 5.7 0.342 ,, ·18.1 1077 ~-98 55.0 0.332 ti 19.0 1088 .55 62.9 0·.329 ,, 20,2 1098 5.·63 78.3 0.324 ,, 20.4 1101 6.58 91.8 0.323 ,, 20.5 1104 Single PhaselOO 0.323 
Data at lower pressures discarded because of lack of ice 
at the cold junct:f.on. 
174 
ORIGINAL.DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "B" CELL TYPE 1/211 strt NO. 18 
TEMPERATURE -98.52°F CELL VOL. 10.2ml. SEP VOL.3.?ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 10.lJ RESERVOIR TEMP.Not controlled 
































0 .19{t- 2 6 
o·.20{~ 2. 8 
O; 30{} . · 8 





i.75 52·.o ·.85 67.2 .oo 83.8 
Single Phasel00 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
z 
175 
ORIGINAL DATA , 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "B" CELL TYPE 1/2"Strt NO. 22 .. 
TEMPERATURE -119·.$3°F CELL V0L.10,27tnl. ~EP V0L.J,9ml. 




























Pressure in cell 
lb ./sq.: 
in. abs! 


















































































































* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
176 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "B" CELL TYPE 3/8" Inverted 
TEMPERATURE -119·.53°F RESERVOIR PRESSURE ---
THERMOCOUPLE., NN. 11.48 RESERVOIR TEMP. 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibril:1111 Liquid Volume z~ 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb·. /sq.- Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
174 None 0 
411 4.26 
571 4·.10 25.i 728 3.23 819 2.07 52· •. 
887 o·. 77 82.1 
917 0.25 94.1 9,8 0.07 97.8 
9 4 ~ingle Phase 100 
177 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION -"B" · CELL TYPE l/2''Strt NO. 20 . 
T"2MP.ERATURE ·-152. 84 °F CELL VOL·. 10. 2ml. SEP V'OL. 3. 9ml. 
'rIIERMOCOUPLE, MV. 13. 60 RESERVOIR PRESSURE. 1000 
RESERVOIR TEMP.100°F 
' 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level.in Pressure in cell Pe:t;acent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 16 Psig at 75°F 
Hg in bottom of cell to reading of 0. 20{} 
1000 5.6 19 d:r7 ------ 0.964 
II 7. 89 Trace Trace 0.893 
II 12.0 216 0. )O·H· 1.5 0,681 
II 18.2 334 0.72 6.5 0.525 
If 25·.6 ~93 1.29 14~5 0.378 II 38.2 53 2·.42 21.9 o·.262 
II 3.8 l!-53 2.l~2 21.9 o·. 262 
II lJ.O 492 a-34 41~. 8 0.220 II 22·. 0 518 .32 58·.8 0.190 
II 27.4 535 4·-i3 67 .4 0.176 ,, 3~.1 562 5. 6 78 .o 0'.165 
II 3 ·.o 580 6.08 Bli ... o o·. 160 
II 7 .• 0 580 fr. 08 84·.o 0.160 
II 9·.i· 591 6-.33 88·.o o·.158 ,, 13. 620 fr.82 95.0 o·. 156 
II 16-.i 647 7'.17 98.5 0.157 
ti 17. 665 7.38 99.2 0.159 
II 18. 6 695 Single Phase 100 0.164-
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface .. 
178 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDEJN'.I1IFICATION qB" CELL TYPE 3/8"Inverted NO. 51 
TEMPERATURE -l,52·.84°F CELL VOL.--- . 














































GAS ID3FTI':1ICi1.TION ncn CELL TYPE 1/2 1tstrt NO. 25 
TEEPERATURE ·-69.38°F CELL V0L.11.lml. SEPV0L.J.9ml. 
TrIEREOCOUPLE, MV. 8. 00 RESZRVOIR T31i?. 110°F 
Reservoir Licrcury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Prossuro Lovol in Prc·ssure in coll Percent 
lb/sq. Roscrvoil,, lb./sq.· Liquid 
in. gD.gO in. nbs. 
Filled to 34 Psig at s4op 
1300 2.0 37 dry 0 0.989 
II 116 Trace Trace ------
II 5.4 220 Trace Trnc0 0.813 
fl 3·.o ;352 ( Trace Trace 0.779 
II 10.5 LL64 0 .101~4 0.7 0.741 
ii 11+.o 601 0. 16~f . 1.1 0.715 
ii 18.1 737 0. 28~~ 2.2 0.625 
11 22.7 869 0.50 2 · 2 0.557 II 25.9 91.t6 0.59 4.5 o.ft37 
II 29.9 1031 0.71 6.o o. ~iB 
II 34.1 1111 0.81 7-i o.4 5 II 1147 0.83 7. -------
II 37.9 1176 a.Bo 7.2 0.437 
II 11.0 1176 0.80 7.2 0.437 
ii 14.0 1222 0.55 3.9 0.417 
ii 1246 0 .12~" 0.9 ------
ii 15.8 1249 Single Phase 0 0.409 
., Road rrith agitator ball ro.ised above the interface • ,, .. 
180 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDEHTIPICATION "c" CELL TYPE 1/21tstrt HO. 25 
'11 si:~?ER.::1TURE -79. 64 °F CELL VOL. 11. 1ml. SE? VOL.3. 9ml. 
THZRUOCOUPL~, l.TV. 8. 74. RESE'1VOIR T:l:?. 110°F 
Reservoir 1.-Iercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent, 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gc.ge in. abs. 
Filled to 39 Psig at 86°F 
1250 2.6 41 dry 0 1.080 
II 95 Trace Trace ------
ti 5.9 209 0 .11-:'" o.6 0.829 
II 8.i 152 0. 14-::• 0.9 0.784 II 11'. 472 0 .191'" 1.3 0 • .731 
II 14.9 .,,JG 0. 27~~ 2.0 0.657 ;>-;J 
11 18'. l . 677 o·.Jl~~~ 3.0 o.6Ji it 22.6 791~ 0.58 [~. 0 0.57 
It 28.l 911 0.81 7.5 o.il If 32.4 985 1.04 10.9 . O. ~73 
ii 1017 Ll~ 12.3 -----,, ----- 1oi2 1.2, 13.7 ____ ..... 
ii 37.8 10 4 1.34 15.0 o·.Li.30 
ii 12·.2 106~. 1·.t-1- 15.0 0.430 
ii 13.3 1079 1· •. 0 15.6 0 J~22 
il it:t 1093 1.47 16.4 0 .L~lL~' if 1118 1.55 17.9 o-.L~o2 
fl 18.2 11~? 1·.58 18.2 0.391 ii 11 7 1·.t1 17.1 --------ii ---- 1152 1. 2 15.8 ______ ,... 
II 19.l llt>l 1.20 13.1 0.382 
If 20. 1169 dry 0 0.378 
" ";~ Road with agitator bull raised above the interface. 
181 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION 11 C11 CELL TYPE 1/2"Strt NO. 25 
r.I1ET'.I:?ERATURE -86-.84°F CELL VOL. 11.1 ml. SEP VOL. 3.9: 
TH:2!TU.IOC OU?LE, IW. 9. 25 RESERVOIR TEI-1IP. 110°F 
Reservoir I.lercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pr·0ssure Level in Pressure in ce.11 Percent 
lb,/sq.' Reservoir lb./sq.· Liquid 
in~ gage in. abs. 
Filled to 13 Psig o.t 81°F 
1250 3.8 19 dry 0 0.929 
II 5.3 89 Trace Trace 0.776 
II 7.1 181 Trace Trace 0.797 
" 10.0 i26 0 .10{~ o.6 0.801 II 13.7 64 0.30 1.1 0.705 
II 17.2 577 0.38 t:2 o.6~8 If 23.8 752 0.60 o.i o II 30.0 872 0-. 90 8-. 7 o. 90 
ii 38.4 980 l·.51 17·.1 o·.415 I. 
ii 2.9 989 1 •. 51 17.1 0.415 
ii 10·.o 1069 2.29 27 .9 : 0.369 
tr 11.i 1082 2-.42 29.8 0.369 
II 13. 1108 2.79 3i-5 0.349 ii 1117 2.90 30.0 ------ .. 
ii 1119 2.98 36-.8 --------II 15.5 1123 J.00 37.0 0.340 
ii 1128 3.10 38.4 ------,I 1130 3.07 38.2 -------
if --·-.... 1131 2.99 36.9 ---------ii 1132 a.90 36.0 -------ii 1132 2. 70 33.5 -~-----II 16.3 1134 Single ?hase 0 0.337 
~=· Read with agitator ball ro.ised above the interface. 
182 
07UGINAL Di.TA 
GAS ID2:HTIFICATIOU 11 c1t CELL TYPE 1/2;1 Strt NO. 2,5 . 
TE~ iPERATURE -89·. 68 °F CELL VOL .11. lml. S :I!P VOL. J. 9ml •. 
THERI.IOCOUPLE, I.IV. 9.45 RESERVOIR TEi-.t?. 110°F 
Heservoir ii,Iercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure L(3Vel in Pressure in cell Percent 
lh./sq. Reservoir lb ./sq. Liquid 
j_n. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 32 ?sig at 86°F 
1250 2.8 33 d1~-y 0 0.967 
II 3.9 98 Trace Trace 0.955 
II 6.2. 214 Trace ~race 0.872 
II 8.6 G.27 0 .12~~ 0.9 o.a14 :r 11.1 rl9 0 .17~~ 1.0 o.75~ rr lJ. 7 .513 0.24 1.5 0.70 II 17'-5. 618 0.63 2.3 0.030 ll 21.6 725 o. 0 4.5 o.r II 28.3 849 0.96 9·.3 o. 89 
II 3)t.8 94t 1.!+5 16.1 0.431 II 3 .4 98 1.81 22.3 0 -~-01 
It J.O 086 1.81 22.3 0.401 / 
II 9.7 101+6 2.54 31.3 0.354 
ii 11.3 1072 3.02 37.3 0,3t0 II 12.9 · 1087 J.40 42-.6 0.3 2 
II ----- 1098 3.76 1/ ·2 ------II 15.0 1109 .5.30? 8.0? 0.333 
II 15.0 1109 Hone Visible Hone Visible 0.333 
ii 
i} Head vri th agitator ball raised above the interface. 
183 
ORIGINAL DA11.A 
GAS IDEJ.TTIFICATION rrcn CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt HO. 25 
T~T-:?:S::RATURE -94.70°F CELL VOL. 11.1 ml. SE? VOL. 3.9ml 
1J.1H~HI:OCOUPLE, I.IV. 9.80 RESEJVOIR T~Id?. 110°F 
Reservoir r· ~:1ercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
?res sure Level in P1.,essure in cel_l Perc.ent 
lb ./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 19 Psig at 82°F 
1250 8.8 1!~ dry 0 0.933 fl Trace Trace ___ ,...., 11 ... -- ~race Trace ------II 11.6 ,165 Trc:ce Trace 0.824 
ii lk. 7 299 0 .15~i" 1.0 0.759 
II 17.8 h21 0 .20•:~ 1.3 0.709 
If 21.1 527 0. 30-;~. 2.1 0.6.53 II 26.4 66?. 0.60 4-5 o.i69 It 32·.o 77._~ 0.90 8.5 o. 99 rt 38.0 862 1·.30 lLr.-8 0.436 
II J.2 062 1.32 15·. 0 0.436 
ii 13.5 974 2.51 31.0 0.360 
Ii 20.9 1051 i-29 5L~. o 0.325 If 2~;.0 1079 ·.80 80 o-. 312 u • ......, 
II ' 2!~ .L~ 1083 8.50 100 O.Jll 
.. .. ,~ Read vrith a~itator ball raised above the interface • 
184 
ORIGIHAL DATA 
GAS ID2Er.i1IPIC.:iTION "C'1 CELL TY?E l/2rr Strt HO. 25 
T .. 3:·I?3HLTUR.i::; -99.78°F CELL VOL. 11.1 ml. SB? VOL. 3.9ml 
~L1EERI.:OCOU?LE, 1.iV. 10.15 RESEJYOIR 11:EEP. 110°F 
Reservoil"' Mercuny Equilibrium Liquid Volurne z 
Pressure Level in Pre·ssure in cell Per·cent 
lb·./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 23 Psig e.t 86°F 
1250 27.2 26 dry 0 0.996 
II 84 Trace 'rrace -- ....... -
ii 29.5 131 Trace Trace O·. 774 
r1 31..5 229 0 .13~~ 0.9 0.788 
ii 3!., .• 3 t42 0 •. 18~~ 1.2 0.730 ii 25 0. 211~ 1.5 --------
ii 30·.o ~-64 0. 25~~ 1.9 o·. 652 
)i 2.6 L1.6i~ o·.25% 1.9 0.6.52 
ii 6·.3 r',....9 0 .lL6 3.9 0.606 
n J.1.0 6lL~ 0. 67 .5. 0 o.r21 
It 16-.a 77.5 1.01 10.fi 0.476 
ii 22. 839 1.53 17.4· o.L~o8 
ii 28.7 907 2.30 28.0 0 • .364 ., JJ.l 9.50 a-08 38.1 0.338 " 38.0 992 .lC) 52.t} 0.31.5 
It 2.6 992 4.19 .52.s 0.31.5 
11 1021 5.49 10.t -------
It 9.0 1040 7'.25 9~.o 0.288 
•i 1045 7.60 90.7 -----
II 9.4 10~.7 Single ?hase 100 0.288 
Read ·.dth agitator ball raised above the interface. 
185 
O!UGilJAL Di~/?A 
GAS IDETTTIFICATION nc1t CELL TYPE l/2u. Strt HO. 25 
TEI1PERATTJRE. -139.9'9°F CELL VOL. 11.1ml SE? VOL. J.9rnl. 
TH3RJ :oc OUPLE, EV. 12. 80 J~S:t=~:1VOii1 T~IT.P. 100°F 
Reservoir I.Iercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pr·essure Level in ?re"Ssure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb • .,(sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 19 ?sig at 86°F 
1000 3.9 2i Trace Tr•ace 1.075 ii 7·.1 13 Trace Trace 0.818 II 12.8 28 0. 22~~ 1 • .5 o.654 ii 18.0 (69 0.50 3.2 O.t_J9 II 26.2 ,63 1.04 10.9 .o. 22 
II 31.0 L~96 l .~.2 16.0 0.369 :1 3G.o 536 2.03; 24.1 0.315 II 2.3 536 2.03 24.1 0:315 ii 13.6 587 ~-16 39.3 0~257 ii 22·. 6 623 .. 14 52.3 0.227 II 30.2 653 5.09 65.1 0.208 · 
ii 
38 ·t 686 6.06 78.3 0.192 II 3. 686 6.06 78.3 0.192 If 11.5 724 7.02 91.s 0.182 ii 16.9 753 7.72 99.0 0.177 it 17·.2 767 Single Phase 100 0.180 ff 20.9 984 Single Phase 100 0.22J 
~( Read with agitator ball raised above the intarface. 
186 
ORIGETAL DA1l1A 
GAS ID.3FTIFICATIOE 11 C11 ' CELTJ TY?E 1/2 11 Strt NO. 25 
TEI.~?:SRATUl1E · -176.31 °F CELL VOL. 11. h1l SEP VOL. 3. 9ml 
THER:~OCOUPLE, I..W. 15 .00 R3S3HVOIJ · TEI.IP. 110°f 
Rese::r•voir Eercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
?ressure Level in Pressure in cell ?e1-->ce:o.t 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 22 Psig at 87°F 
1000 2.1 '21 Trace ~ 1race 0.983 II 5.8 117 0 .13~~ 0.9 0.678 ;1 11.8 211 0.50 3.2 · o .L~94 It lG.i ·256 0.94 9-i ' 0.364 ii 26.2 292 1.5~ 17. 0.274 11 32.0 314 ? ori 24.4 0.237 ...,. ':7'" I! 38.0 327 2.54 31.2 0.205 ii 2.6 327 2.f4 ~1.2 o.2oi ii 12.8 358 ?t • s-0 2.4 0.17 ii 24.0 ~86 ,.40 5K·.s 0.151 11 37.9 419 5.70 7-!~-0 0.132 rt 24•. 7 ' [~19 5.70 · ?Li .• 0 0.132 ,i 31·. 7 l~~-3 6.38 8J)J 0.127 ii 30.0 472 6.93 90.0 0.125 fl 2.9 472 6.93 90.0 0.125 ti G.o soi 7·. 35 96.0 0.126 ii 10.1 53 7.53 98 .o, 0.131 ., :t 7.68 98 .9 ------·--II 11.7 .5 9 ('~ 5 100 0.132 u. 
!tend with ac;i to. tor ball raised above the interface. 
187 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GitS ID:8ITTIFIC.1.1TION 11 C 11 CELL TYPE 1/2" Strt HO. 25 · 
T.3!.·i?ERATURE -199.86°F CELL VOL. lli 1ml. SEP VOL •. 3. 91111. 
TI-IE11I:OCOUPIE, tIV, 16 32 RE.S.~RVOI] TEI.:?. 110°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilib1,,ium 'Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb·./sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 43 ?si3 a.t 85°P 
1000 J.4 27 Trace Tr::.~ce 0.829 
II 7.5 112 0. 20~i" 1.L1. 0.596 
Ii 13.7 154 0.72 6.2 0.351 
If 18. 5 173 1.09 11.l.~ 0.271 ii 22.8 192 1.39. 1 ~- 5 · 0.237 --.? • " 29.0 207 1.37 22.8 0.194 II 30.8 2.27 2.58 .31.8 0.154 If 20.6 227 2.58 t1,6 0.154 If 30.2 ,·-) 5 r36 2.0 0.131 ~Li-ii 30.0 ?,-J9 .oo 50.7 0.1180 '-? ii 3.9 259 Li .• oo · 50. 7 0.11~0 
II 11.0 271 4_.55 57.4 0.1090 ,, 20.1 290 5.32 68.5 0.101~ ii 28·.7. 310 6.05. 78,i o. 096 . ;1 38.0 347 6.80 88. 0.0964 ,I 19.3 347 6.80 88·.4. 0.0964 ll 24.5 fi90 7.22 9i-? 0.1024 II ~34 7,3i 9 ~·O --------ii 30.2 i~73 7.6 98.9 o·.1273 ii 31.6 555 Single Phase 100 0.1365 
.. :} Read ~"lith agitator ball raised above the interface. 
188 
ORIGIJTAL DATA 
GAS ID2PTIFIC.'..'.I1ION t1c 11 .CELL TYPE 3/8 11 IBnitial ro.51 
T~IIPEIUTU2E -199;86°F CELL VOL. ----
T:.B:1f:000UPL3, I:V. 16. 32 RE'3"::RVOI:-1 T:SI:I?. l05°F 
... _ ...... ...__ 
nosorvoir Hercury Equ.ilibrihm · Liquid .voiume 
?l"f.lSSUre Level in Pressure in. cell ?ercent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in. 13a::;e in. abs. 
FiJ.led to 26 Psig at 81°F 
1000 2.0 25 T1,ace TrHce 
ii 9.2 207 3.50 19.1 
;1 12.7 237 2.85 Jh.5 
fl 16.0 260 2 ,, I ~u.5 .c::o 
ft 1° 9 2Gl 1.72 o2.8 u. 
II 22.3 313 1.05 76.0 
II 24.3 ~., c:' 0.65 D4.8 .:>LL;, 
ll 25.5 ~69 0.47 89.3 ~23 o.2L~ 94.2 rr 28.0 Li.76 0.10 97 -~-
Fitrogen exhausted before next addition could be made. 




GAS IDENTIFICATION 11Dn CELL TYPE 1/2 11 Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERAr·URE ... 79·. 91 °F CELL VOL. 11.1ml. SEP VOL. 3. 9ml. 









Pressure in cell 
lb./sq.· 
in-. abs. 



































































Trace 0.4 0.4 
























0.400 -·-----o·. 39h. 
o·. 386 
0.383 
ir Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
190 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "Du CELL TYPE 1/2"Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE -89.97°F CELL VOL. 11.1ml. SEP VOL.3.9ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 9.47 RESERVOIR TEMP.110°F . 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume .z 
Pressure Level in Pressur·e in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb• /sq. Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
V 
Filled to 25 Psig at 81°F 
1000 2·.1 28 dry 0 0.952 
3-t 16~ 'rrace Trace o·.972 5. T1-iace · Tr.ace 0.871 
9.0 300 Trace Trace o-. 821 
16.0 516 o·.17~} 1.1 0.717 
22·.9 661 0-.39 3·.2 o·.607 
28.4 748 0.50 L~. 5 0.,37 3i·,2 819 0·.69 5.6 O'. 80 · 
3 ·.o 854 o.e9 9·. 3 0.444 2·.o 854 0.89 9.3 o·.41+i 6.8 895 1.13 12.0 0.40 11.5 925 L40 15.7 o·.376 14·. 7 9!~5 1·.47 16.3 n.357 15·.3 947 1.40 15.7 0.353 15.e 951 1.25 13.8 o.3to 16.5 9.5i 0.72 6.2 0.3 7 16.8 95 0.40 2.0 o.ji.6 
16.l 957 Single Phase 0 0·.345 20. 992 Single Phas~ 0 0.333 
* Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
191 
ORIGINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "D" CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO. 25 
TEMPERATURE · -98·.32°F CELL VOL. 11.1ml. SEP VOL.3.9mL 
THERMOCOUPLE, WN. 10.05 RESERVOIR TEMP. 110°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in · Pre·s sur·e in cell Percent 
lb./sq. ·Reservoir lb·./sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 26 Psig at 82°F 
1000 2.8 i~ dry 0 0.602 " Trace Trace ..... --.. -I 89 Trace Trace " -----
II ....... 115 Trace Trace --------
II 6.5 175 Trace Trace 0.828 
II 6.8 291 0 .10~~ o.8 0.791 
If 1 .5 ia6 0.19~~· Ll 0.687 
11 2J.5 26 o.34~} J,O 0.586, 
II 30·.3 718 0-.70 5.9 O.ttOl 
II 37.9 785 1~16 12.5 o. ~22 
II 21·.2 785 1.16 12.5 0.422 .. 
II 27 .4 829 1.75 2LS 0.)77 
" 32·.2 854 2·.41 29.7 o .• 345 
II 38-.0 882 J.53 44·.2 0·.315 
" 2·. 9 882 f53 44·.2 o·. 315 " 6.3 895 ·.60 58·.l O·. 299 
tt 8.1 903 ·.03 78·.2 o·. 292 ,, 8.6 905 6-. 93 90·.2 0.290 ,, --- 905 7'.38 196.1 ......... _ 
It 8·.8 906 8.5 100 0.290 
If 12.5 944 Single Phase 100 0.283 
i'9 Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
192 
ORI'GINAL DATA 
GAS IDENTIF1 ICATION "D" CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO. 25 · 
'rEMPER.ATURE ·-114-.56°F CELL VOL. 11. 1ml. SEP VOL,3. 9ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 11. 15 RESERVOIR TEMP 110°F 
Reser1voir Mercury Equ:i.librium' Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pres sure in cell Percent 
lb~/sq. ·Reservoir lp·. /sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in.· abs. 
Filled to 28 Psig at 8L1. 0F 
1000 2.0 28 dry dry 0.93? It i·a 12!~ Trace Trace o·. 76 If ·• 3 .21+9 Trace Tra·ce 0.767 ,, l!~· .. o 4.02 o·. 20,( 1.3 o-~ 666 
" 19.8 510 o·.1+6 2·. 7 o.r It 26.3 61t~ LOO 10.1 · o. li.2 ,, 3 ·. 2 667 .L80 22·.2 o·. 358 
rr l'.8 667 1.80 22.2 o·. 358 
" 10.1 705 2.83 . r·o 0.312 " 17·.1 727 J.86 8.7 O·. 270 · 
If 23.6 71t7 5·.oo 1t·,o o·. 24.5 " 28·.2 7 2 5·.89 . 7 ·.1 o·. 235 
II 32·.3 77~- 6-. 70 87'.0 o·. 220 
II 35·. 2 781 7.34 96.0 o·. 213 
It 37.3 791 Single Phase 100 0.209 
{} Read with agitator ball raised above the interfa.ce. 
193 
ORIGINAL DATA : 
GAS IDENTIFICATION '1D'' CELL TYPE l/211 Strt NO. 25 :. 
TEMPERATURE · -134.40°F CELL V0L.11.lml. SEP VOL.J.9inl, 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV~ 12.44 RESERVOIR TEMP. 110°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in · Pressure in cell Percent . 
lb./sq. · Reservoir lb./sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
. Filled to 30 Psig at 81°F 
1000 2. o. 28 dry 0 o·.924 
" 3.7 91 · Trace Trace 0.875 
" 9·.o 254 o·.12{} o,.8 0 • .740 rr 14-·. 7 0.40 2·.1 0:.609 
" 21'.0 0.76 6-.6 . 0.483 " 30·.2 497 1·.51 17.2 . o·.358 
" . 38·.o 526 2·.30 ·28.0 0·.294 
" 2·. 0 526 2.30 28.0 0.294 
If 10.0 51+8 ~-.20 ,40.0 0-.249 " 20.0 572 ·.48 56.5 0.211 rr 30.1 l94 5.74 74·.3 . 0.183 ft 38·.2 13 6-. 77 87.8 o·.168 
11 19.4 613 6-. 77 87,8 0.168 ,, 25.0 629 7.50 97.8 o. 160 . ,, 25. 7 632 7.63 98.8 0.159 ,, 26.2 638 7.80 99.2 0.160 
11 26.8 Single Phase 100 o.16t ,, 33.1 Single Phase 100 0.22 
~} Read with agitator ball.raised above the interface. 
194 
ORIGINAL DATA · . , 
GAS IDENTIFICATION "D" CELL TYPE l/2"Strt NO. 25 · · 
TEMPERATUR:G -176.31°F CELLVOL.11.lml. SEP VOL~3-9ml. 
THERMOCOUPLE, MV. 15. 00 . RESERVOIR TEMP. 110°F . 
Reservoir Mercury . Equilibrium Liquid Volume '. ' z 
Pressure . Level in Pressure in cell Percent 
lb'./sq. Reservoir lb'./sq.· Liquid 
in. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 37 Psig at 79°¥' 
1000 4.2 29 Trace? Trace 0.933 
" --- 62 Trace Trace -------· rt 6.4 94 O.lH} 0.7 . 1·.376 1, 9.0 157 0·.19% l.Z o,64-~ 
" 12.5 197 o. 39~} .3.4 0.52 It 16.5 219 a.Bo 7.2 0.397 
" 22·.o 236 l'.20 · lJ.l o:. 295 ti 29.4 252 1.81 22.2 0~22~ ,, 38·.o 267 2·.53 31.1 0.17 ,, 2.2 267 2.53 tl.l 0.176 rt 12·.o 281 ~-36 2.0 o·. 143 " 22·.1 294 .25 53.8 Q • .122 " 32·.2 307 5·.67 7J.6 0.107 ,, 38·.1 31.5 5.69 7J.8 0.100 
ft 2·.5 315 5.69 7i;_-8 0.100 " 12·.1 332 6-.52 8 ·.·9 0.0930 
" 21.7 362 7·.33 . 95·. 6 0.0906 " .. --- 377 7'-59 98. __ .., ___ 
" 25•.4 386 8.10 100 o·.0~29 If 30.5 802 Single Phase 100 0.1 7 
~r Read with agitator ball raised above the interface. 
195 
ORIG INA:fµ DATA . . 
GAS IDENTIFICATION .unrr CELL TYPEl/2nstrt NO~ 25 
TEMPERATURE -199.86°F CELL vot.11.lml. SEP'V0L.3.9ml. 
THERMOCOUPIE, MV. 16.32 RESERVOIR PRESSUR£ 1000. 
RESERVOIR TEMP. -110°F 
Reservoir Mercury Equilibrium Liquid Volume z 
Pressure Level in Pre·ssure ·in cell Percent 
lb./sq. Reservoir lb./sq. Liquid 
in •. gage in. abs. 
Filled to 30 Psig at 82°F 
2.0 i~l Trace· . Trace 0.929 10.0 0.57 5.2 .o .350 18·.o 11+4 1·.15 12.~ · 0-.215 26·.2 157 L81 22. 0-.151 
38.0 172 2·. 71 . 33.0 0.113 
2·.o 172 2·. 71 ·~rt o·.113 12.0 182 ~.48. o·.0952 22.2 192 ·.29 5 . 1 . o·.0823 
30·.3 199 4.93 6J.O . o·.0740 38·.o 209 5.58 72·. 0 0.0700 . 
2.0 209 5·.,58 72.0 o·.0700 
10·.o 221 6-.21 80.8 o-. 0667 
19.6. 246 6-.92 89.9 0.0663 25·.2 274 7.35 96.0 o·. 0696 27.8 300 7.57 98.4 0.07~2 . 30.6 399 Single Phase 100 0.09 4 . ·36.0 962 -Single Phase ioo 0.227 
{} Read with agitator ball ralsed above the interface. 
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